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ON CONTRAVARIANT FUNCTORS
FROM THE CATEGORY OF PRESCHEMES OVER A FIELD
INTO THE CATEGORY OF ABELIAN GROUPS
(WITH AN APPLICATION TO THE PICARD FUNCTOR)
by J.-P. MURRE

INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study contravariant functors from the category of preschemes
over an arbitrary groundfield into the category of abelian groups. The main result
is the characterization of those functors of the above type which are representable by
a scheme which is locally of finite type over the groundfield (theorem i, see 1.2.1).
The first six conditions are very natural ones; the main tools to verify these axioms in
the case of the Picard functor of a proper algebraic scheme, are the finiteness, the
comparison and the existence theorem from the Elements de geometric algebrique {E.G.A.y III)
and the descent theorems from the Seminaire de geometric algebrique {S.G.A., VIII) of
Grothendieck. The last condition (axiom P^) is of a more delicate nature, it corresponds
with the theorem of Rosenlicht dealing with a morphism of a curve into a commutative
group variety. We note that the condition Py is automatically satisfied in case the
functor is a subfunctor of a representable functor of the same type. Following Chevalley
and Seshadri we have first considered the functor on the schemes of groups (see [4]);
the possibility to pass from the schemes of groups to arbitrary schemes is precisely
given by the above mentioned axiom Py and the theory of generalized jacobians.
As an application we show in part II that the Picard functor of a proper algebraic
scheme is representable. This problem was raised by Grothendieck in his Bourbaki
seminaire ([5], V, 6.6). Grothendieck has pointed out to us that it is possible to
embed the Picard functor of such a scheme into a representable functor (by using
Chow's lemma and his existence theorem for the projective case, see part II). This
means that the problem of representation of this Picard functor is reduced to the problem
of proving the corollary in 1.2.5.
We remark that in the meantime Grothendieck has obtained (by a different
method) a more general result for the Picard functor of a proper scheme, namely if
the groundscheme is integral and noetherian then the Picard functor is representable
" above an open set " of the groundscheme.
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Finally we note that the construction of the Picard scheme in part II still depends
on projective methods (Hilbert schemes) but it is possible to avoid these. In order
to verify axiom Py one has then to use (instead of the above mentioned embedding)
the result of Seshadri ([4], 8).
We use the notations from E.G.A. (in particular if cp : A->B is a ring homomorphism then "9 : Spec(B)->Spec(A) is the corresponding morphism of the spectra).
I am indebted to A. Grothendieck for valuable advice during the preparation
of this paper; not only that I have used several unpublished results of him (such as,
for instance, the above mentioned embedding of the Picard functor) but also many
of the ideas of this paper have arisen from discussions with him on this subject.
I am also indebted to the referee; his comments have clarified many points in
the exposition and I have followed his suggestion to rearrange the proof around a
number of c< key lemmas " (the propositions) which has improved the intelligibility
considerably.
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PART I
ON CONTRAVARIANT FUNCTORS FROM THE CATEGORY
OF PRESCHEMES OVER A FIELD INTO THE CATEGORY
OF ABELIAN GROUPS
I . I . Notations and preliminary remarks.
(I.i.i) Let S be a prescheme; (Sch/S) denotes the category of preschemes over
the prescheme S. We always assume that a fixed groundprescheme S is given. If A is
a ring and if S=Spec(A) then we write (Sch/A) instead of (Sch/Spec(A)). Furthermore Ens (resp. Ab) denotes the category of sets (resp. of abelian groups). If X is
an object of a category C then we write XeC instead of XeOb(C).
(I. i. 2) Let C be a category and let P be a contravariant functor from C to Ens;
i.e., PeHom(C°, Ens) (cf. E.G.A, 0^, 8. i . i). Let XeC and let ^eP(X); in the
following we always write ^ : X->P instead of S^P(X) and, if TeC and f: T-^X
is a morphism, we write ^of instead of P(f) (S)- Consider the functor h^ === Hom.c( , X)
and let ^ : X—^P, then ^ determines a functor morphism ^(T) : Ax(T)—^P(T) defined
by ^(T)(/) =^f for /eHonic(T, X). The functor P is called representable (£.G.A, O^,
8.1.8) if there exists an object XeC and a functor isomorphism O : ^x->P (i.e., 0(T) is
bijective for all TeC). Let p : X->P be defined by p = 0 ( X ) ( i x ) ; then we see
that 0(T) == p(T). The couple (X, p) is uniquely determined up to an isomorphism;
p is called the canonical element of P(X). In the following we often write X(T) instead
of Ax(T)==Homc(T,X).
(I.I.3) Again let C be a category and GeC. We recall that G is called a
C-group [E.G.A., O m , 8 . 2 . 3 ) if for every TeC the set G(T) has a group structure
and if for every C-morphism j : T-»S the corresponding map h^j) : G(S)->G(T) is
a homomorphism of groups. If G and H are C-groups and if f : G—^H is a morphism
in C, then f is called a C-group morphism (or shortly a homomorphism) if the corresponding map y(T) : G(T)-»H(T) is a group homomorphism for every TeC. If C is
the category (Sch/S), where S is a prescheme, then we call G a prescheme of groups over S
and f is a homomorphism of the preschemes of groups G and H. We remark that if P
is a contravariant functor from the category C to the category of (for instance) abelian
groups Ab and if P is representable by a couple (X, p) (or more precisely if the functor
P' : T-> (underlying set of P(T)) from C to Ens is representable by the couple (X, p)
then X is, according to the above definitions, a (commutative) C-group (1).
(1) Also we note that p is a homomorphism in the sense of 1.5.1.
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(1.1.4) Next we come to the concept of prorepresentability of a functor ([5], II, A 2).
Let A be a noetherian ring. Consider the subcategory (Sch/A)' of (Sch/A) consisting
of the schemes of type Spec(A) where A is a A-algebra of finite A-length, i.e., A is an
A-algebra which is a A-module of finite length (an artinian A-algebra in the terminology
of
[5]? n? P- I 95- 0 7)• L(^ F be a contravariant functor from (Sch/A)' to Ens; F is
called strictly prorepresentable if the following is true. There exists a projective
system (^., ^) of A-algebras of finite A-length and an element (o,)elim F(Spec(^.))
such that the ^., are surjective and such that, for every A-algebra A of finite A-length,
the maps
(7,(Spec(A)) : Hom^(Spec(A), Spec(^)) ->F(Spec(A))
induce a bijection
Urn Hom^Spec(A), Spec(^)) -> F(Spec(A)).
We say that the system (^,, ^, a,) prorepresents F.

Since the set

Urn Hom^(Spec(A),Spec(^))
can be identified with the set lim Hom^, A), and therefore with the set Hom,(^, A)
of continuous homomorphisms of the topological A-algebra Q = lim ^ (1) into A, it
<—
follows that the system (fi^, ^, or,) determines a bijection
Hom^, A) -> F(Spec(A))
For this reason we also say that (9 prorepresents F.
(1.1.5) In our case we are interested in a contravariant functor P from the
category (Sch/A) itself into Ens. Assume now that the restriction P' of the functor P
to the subcategory (Sch/A) 7 is prorepresentable and let, as above, (9 be the topological
A;-algebra which prorepresents P' (sometimes we say — par abus de langage _ that P
itself is prorepresentable by 6?). Consider a maximal ideal n of A and an element
S : Spec(A/n)->P ($ is called a " rational point 5? of P). Let P^ be the subfunctor
ofP' which associates with every A-algebra A of finite A-length the subset of P(Spec(A))
consisting of those elements r^ which have the following property: for every A-morphism
a : Spec(L)->Spec(A), where L is a field, there exists a commutative diagram: /
Spec(A) ————>
P
7)
a<x

^

Spec(L) -°^> Spec(A/n).
(1) The topology o f O is determined by the condition that it is the least fine topology which makes the maps
<9->^ continuous; the topology in the (S^ is discrete.
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Iff is strictly prorepresentable then P^ is also strictly prorepresentable in the sense described
above, i.e., P^(Spec(A)) is in bijection with the set of continuous A-homomorphisms
of a certain topological A-algebra into A. To be precise, we have the following:
let ^ : 0-^A/n be the continuous homomorphism which corresponds, in the way
described in I. i .4, with the element ^ and let m == Ker(^), R^ == Q^ and nx. =m. 6^.
It follows from the structure of Q that R^ is a direct factor of Q, called the local component
of 0 at cc the point " ^. Moreover, if again A is an A-algebra of finite A-length and if
we identify, in the way described in 1.1.4, the set Horn, {Q, A) with P(Spec(A)),
then it follows from the above definition of the functor P^ that the projection (P->R.
induces a bijection of Hom,(R^,A) on the subset P^(Spec(A)) of P(Spec(A));
i.e., P^ is prorepresentable by R^.
(1.1.6) Let the situation be as in 1.1.5 and assume, moreover, that the local
component R^ is noetherian. Then we have that, as a topological A-algebra,
R^==lim(R^/m^). In order to see this we first note that from the construction of Rp
follows that

R^==limR,,

where (R,, X^) is a projective system of A-algebras R,

of finite A-length which are local rings with maximal ideals m, and the X , are
local, surjective A-homomorphisms (I is a pre-ordered, filtered set). We have
RJm,==R^/nt^=^/m==A/n and we put for abbreviation A/n=K. Since R. is
noetherian we have that dim^m^/ml) is finite; since the X, are surjective it follows
that the dim^{mjm]) are bounded. Let z\ be such that dim^TT^/mf) is maximal;
then, if we put R^=R^/m^, we have that for i-^i^ the homomorphisms R,->R^
(obtained from \.J are isomorphisms. Clearly also the dim^r^lm^) are bounded;
let z'2^1 be such that this dimension is maximal for i=i^ and put R^R^./m? then
again for z>^ the homomorphisms R^-^Rg are isomorphisms. Proceeding in this
way we obtain a projective system (R^; neZ^), with obvious homomorphisms, and
clearly there is a continuous A-homomorphism R^->lim R^. Next we note that for
every iel there exists an integer q^ such that TH^=(o) and from this follows easily
that the above continuous A-homomorphism R^—^lim R^ is in fact an isomorphism
of the topological A-algebras.

The fact that, finally, lim R^ can be identified with

lim(R^/m^) follows from [E.G.A., Oj, Prop. 7 . 2 . 7 ) . Instead of saying that P^ is prorepresented by R^ we sometimes say that P (itself) is prorepresented c( at the point ^ " by R^,
or more explicitly by the system (R^/m^, 9^, rj where the 9^ : R^/m^R^/m^ are
the natural homomorphisms and the ^ : Spec(R^/m^)->P are the elements determined
by the natural continuous A-homomorphisms ^-»R^/Tn^.
(1.1.7) Let the situation be as in 1.1.5, but assume for simplicity that A
is a field k. Consider the functor P x P determined by the conditions that
( P x P ) ( T ) = P ( T ) x P ( T ) for Te(Sch//;) and (PxP)Q')-PQ-) xP(j) for a morphism
j : T—T. It follows immediately from the definitions that the restriction of the
functor P x P to (Sch/A)'is prorepresentable by the topological A-algebra ^®^. Let ^
585
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and R^ be as in 1.1.5; since R^/rn^==A; we have that R^®^R^ is a local ring and it
follows that R^®^Rg prorepresents PxP, in the sense of 1.1.6, at the point
(^):Spec(A)-^PxP.
(1.1.8) Let the situation be as in 1.1.7 but assume moreover that
PeHom((Sch/A;)°,Ab) and let ^ be the unit element of P(Spec(A;)). Let B be a
local A:-algebra of finite ^-length and let P^(Spec(B)) be the subset introduced
in 1.1.5. Then it follows that P^(Spec(B)) is a subgroup of P(Spec(B)) and hence
Hom^(R^,B) has a commutative group structure for every local A-algebra of finite
A-length (and if B'-->B is a local homomorphism then the corresponding map
Hom^R^, B')-> Hom,(R^, B) is a homomorphism). The formal spectrum Spf(R^)
is called a commutative " formal group " (1). We note that there exists a continuous
Aj-homomorphism [L : R^R^R^ (resp. v : R^->R^) corresponding with the group
multiplication (resp. with the group inverse).
(1.1.9) Let S = Spec (A) where k is an algebraically closed field and let Ce (Sch/A;)
be a complete, non singular curve. Let T = = { ^ , . . ., ^} be a finite set of closed points on G;
write C i = G — T and let 0 : Hom^(Spec(A), Ci)->G be a map, where G is an
abelian group. Let DeDiv(Ci/A), i.e., D is a divisor on C^ rational over k', then D
can be considered as a formal sum S^a^ where ^-eZ and o^eHom^(Spec(A;), C^).
The map 0 can be extended to a homomorphism Y : Div(Ci/A;)—^G by putting
Y(D) ==S^O(a,). We say ([9], p. 38) that 0 has a module m with support on T if
there exist positive integers m^ such that for every divisor D on G^ which is of the
form D ==(/), where (/) is. the divisor of a function on C with /= i (mod. m^) (i = i, . . ., q)
(see [9], p. 11) we have Y(D) == o. More generally, let S be an arbitrary ground scheme,
Spec(A:) a prescheme over S, with k an algebraically closed field, and let Ce(Sch/A:),
T and G be as above. We say that a map 0 : Homg(Spec(A;), Ci)->G has a
module m with support on T if the restriction O' of0 to Hom^(Spec(A;), G^) has such a
module m.
(I. i. io) Let Te(Sch/S) and ^ : T^P (where PeHom((Sch/S)°, Ens)). If
j : T'—^T is an immersion then we often write ^/T' instead of ^oj. Also if t is a point
of T and j : Spec(A:)-^T (resp. j\: Spec^^^T, resp. j\: Spec(^rr)-^T) are the
natural morphisms then we write ^(t) instead of ^oj (resp. ^ instead of S^i? resp. ^
instead of ^o^).
(I.i.n) Let Te(Sch/S),PeHom((Sch/S)°,Ens) and ^ : T->P. The element S
is called infective if the corresponding map S(T') : Hon^T', T)-^?^) is injective for
all T^Sch/S).

(1) Let C be the category of finite ^-schemes with a topological space consisting out of one point. Define
Ind(C) similar as Pro(C) is defined in ([5], II, A z). A formal group (in Carder's sense) is an Ind(C)-group.
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1.2. The main result.
( 1 . 2 . 1 ) Theorem 7. — Let k be a field; consider a functor

PeHom((Sch/A;)°, Ab).

This functor is representable by a scheme of commutative groups, locally of finite type over k,
if and only if P satisfies the following conditions:
PI: P is strictly prorepresentable on the category (Sch/A;)' consisting of schemes of the
type Spec (A) where A is a k-algebra of finite k4ength; moreover the local components R^ which
prorepresent P at the " rational points ^ of P

??

are noetherian

[see 1.1.4 and 1.1.5).

Pg: Let A be a noetherian, local k-algebra which is complete and separated with respect to
Write A^^A/n^ 4 " 1 {n==o, i, 2, . . .).

the m-adique topology (m is the maximal ideal of A).

Then the natural homomorphism P(Spec(A))->lim P(Spec(AJ)

is an isomorphism.

?3: Let {Agj be an inductive system of k-algebras; let A==limA^.
homomorphism lim P(Spec(AJ)->P(Spec(A))

Then the natural

is an isomorphism.

?4: Let T and T" be objects in (Sch/A;); let f : T'—^T be a faithfully flat and quasi-compact
morphism.

Let p^ (resp.j^) : TXryT'-^T

be the projection on the first (resp. second) factor.

Then the following diagram is exact ([5], I, p. 190-03):
P(pi)

P(T-y —> P(T) =; PCTx/P).
p(/)

P(P2)

P^: P is of local nature ([6], IV, Def. 5.4); i.e., if TE (Sch/A:) and if {Ugj is an open
covering of T then the following diagram is exact (where the maps are the natural maps):

P(T) -> np(uj ^ np(u,nUp).
a

a, P

Pg ( 1 ): Let Te (Sch/A;) and ^ : T->P.
the following property: for every

There exists a closed subscheme N(^) of T with

T'^Sch/A;) and every morphism a : T'->T we have S;oa==o

if and only if ^factors through N(^):
T' —> T
\ v /
\
/

N(^)
P^: Let E, : G—T—^P, where G is a complete, non-singular curve in (Sch/A:), where k
is the algebraic closure of k, and T is a finite set of closed points on C.
^(Spec(i)) : Hom^(Spec(^), C--T)->P(Spec(A;))

Then the map

has a module with support on T.

Remark (1.2.2). — In view of the isomorphism mentioned in Pg we identify (if the
functor satisfies Pg) P(Spec(A)) with lim P(Spec(AJ); a similar remark holds for the
situation mentioned in P3.
Remark (1.2.3). — Assume that the functor P satisfies P^ and Pg; let s : Spec (A;) ->P
be a rational point of P.

Let Pg (with the notations of I. i . 6) be prorepresented by

(1) I owe this formulation to D. Mumford, my original formulation was somewhat weaker but less natural.
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the local ring Rg, or more explicitly by the system (RJm^, 9^5 r j (see 1.1.6)5
where rrig denotes the maximal ideal of Rg. The element (rjelim P(Spec(Rg/m^))
determines uniquely an element T in P(Spec(RJ) called the canonical element of
P(Spec(RJ). The bijection Hom,(R,, A)—P,(Spec(A)) is such that 7]eP,(Spec(A))
corresponds with <peHom(Rg, A) if and only if 7]==To a (p.
Remark (1.2.4). — The axiom Pg is equivalent with the following one:
Pg. Let X and Y be preschemes over k and i; : X—^P and T] : Y—^P; then
the fiber product h^Xphy (1) is representable by a closed subscheme of Xx^Y.
Pg=>Pg: for, consider on Xx^Y theelement ^opi—^op^==^ where p^ : Xx^Y—^X
and p^ : Xx^Y—^Y are the projections; then N(^) represents A^XpAy.
Pg=>Pg: for consider the element ^ : T->P and the zero element s : Spec(A;)->P,
then the closed subscheme on Tx^k==T which represents h^Xph^^ has the required
properties for N(^).
(1.2.5) Corollary of theorem 1. — Let PeHom((Sch/A)°, Ab) be a subfunctor of a
functor A^==Hom( , G) where G is a scheme ofcommutative groups, locally of finite type over k.
Then P is representable by a scheme of commutative groups^ locally of finite type over k, if and only
ifY satisfies Pi, Pg, P,, P^ and R,.
Proof. — According to theorem i we have only to show that P satisfies Pg and Py.
Pg follows (using E.G.A., I, 4.4.1) from the fact that the unit element e of G is a closed
point (e is rational over k) and Py follows from Rosenlicht's theorem ([9], p. n) applied
to the morphism ^x igpec(fc) : G — T -> GXjJc,
Remark (1.2.6). — The proof of the corollary is substantially easier than the proof
of theorem i, namely it does not make use of the theory of generalized jacobians. We
shall indicate a simple proof of the corollary in section 1.9.
1.3. The conditions are necessary.
(1.3. i) In fact we shall prove a slightly more general result, namely: if P is a
contravariant functor from (Sch/S) to Ab, where S is a prescheme which is locally noetherian^ and
if P is represeutable by an S-scheme of commutative groups G which is locally of finite type over S,
and the unit section of which is closed^ then P satisfies the conditions P^, . . ., P7, where now
in Py we assume that C is a non-singular, complete curve in (Sch/A), where k is an algebraically closed field and Specie (Sch/S).
For the fact that Pi is true see ([5], II, C, § i ) ; Pg is immediate. The property P^
depends essentially on the fact that G is locally of finite presentation over S (cf. [6], II,
p. 9.08) (which follows in our case from the fact that S is locally noetherian and G
locally of finite type over S) and follows from E.G.A.y chap. IV, where statements of the
(1) The functor hy^Xphy is the functor Q,: (Sch/^)°—Ab determined by the condition that for Te(Sch/A;)
the set Q,(T) consists out of all pairs of morphisms a :T->X,(B :T->Y such that $oa=7}op.
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type as P3 are proved in great generality. For the sake of completeness we give here
a proof of P3. Let \, : A^ ->A and Xp^ : A^ ->Ap ((B^a) be the natural homomorphisms
and let 0 : lim P(Spec(AJ)-^P(Spec(A)) be the natural homomorphism obtained
from the homomorphisms P( a XJ : P(Spec(AJ) -> P(Spec(A)). Then we have:
Lemma (1.3.2). — IfG is locally of finite type over S, then 0 is injective, and if G is locally
of finite presentation over S, then 0 is surjective.

Proof. — Write T : Spec(A)->S, T<, : Spec(AJ->S and n : G-.S for the structure
morphisms. We identify P(T) and Homg(T, G) in the following.
a) 0 is injective. — Let {^} and {^} be in lim P(Spec(AJ) such that
°({Sa}) "^({^a'})- we can take a so large that both ^ and ^' are defined; we want
to prove that there exists an index (B such that ^=SFirst of all we want to show that there is no loss in generality if we assume that
S=Spec(R) and G==Spec(B) (where B is an R-algebra of finite type). In order
to see this write ^==(D({^J) =(D({^}) : Spec(A)->G and let ^eSpec(A). There
exists an affine neighbourhood Spec(Ry) of r(^) in S and an affine neighbourhood
Spec(B^) of ^(y) in G such that:
i) 7^- l (Spec(R,))DSpec(B,);
ii) B^ is an Ry-algebra of finite type.
There exists f^eA^ such that, writing A^=(AJ^ , the point °X^(^) is in the
open set Spec(A^) and such that both Sa(Spec(A^)) and .^(Spec(A^)) are in
Spec(B^). We write (for p^oc) /^=^(/^), Apy=(Ap)^, /y-XjA,)-and Ay=A^
clearly Ay==limA^. There exist a finite number of points ^1,^2? ' - - s A ln Spec (A)
such that {Spec(A^)} {i== i, . . . , % ) is a covering of Spec (A); this implies that there
exist elements ^eA such that S^/y.=i.

Clearly we can assume that a is so large that

there exist elements a^ in A^ such that X^(^) ==0i and such that S^i/ay.= I -

Then

{Spec(Ap^)} [i= i, . . . , n ) is, for [B^a, a covering of Spec(Ap) and it suffices to
prove the lemma " for every index 53 separately; therefore we can assume S=Spec(R)
and G==Spec(B) with an R-algebra B which is of finite type over R.
Let cp^ and q^' : B->A^ be the R-homomorphisms corresponding with ^ and ^';
we have ^Pa^a 0 ?^ by assumption. Let b^, . . . , ^ be a set of generators of B
over R. Since ^o^(^) ==\,ocp^(^) ( z = = i , . . . , s ) , there exists an index (B such that
?30y ^W^a^^^pa0?^) ^P^^) ( ^ ^ i ? • . • 5 ^ ) (where cpp and cpp' correspond
with ^ and ^ / ). Hence cpp-9^ i.e., ^=^^
b) 0 ^ surjective. — (G is now assumed to be locally of finite presentation; see
proof below.) There is given ^ : Spec(A)->G; we want to show that there exists an
index a and a morphism ^ : Spec(AJ->G such that ^===^0^.
First of all we want to show that there is no loss in generality if we assume that
S == Spec(T) and G == Spec(B) with a T-algebra B which is of finite presentation over T,
589
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i.e., which is the quotient of a finite polynomial algebra over T by a finitely generated
ideal. In order to see this, let ^eSpec(A); there exist an affine neighbourhood Spec(TJ
ofr(^) in S and an affine neighbourhood Spec(BJ of ^{x} in G such that
i) ^(SpecCTJpSpe^BJ;
ii) B^ is a T^-algebra of finite presentation.
There exist an fx^A such that, if we write A^==A^ , then ^(Spec(A^)) CSpec(By).
This can be done for every x in Spec (A); let ^i, . . ., x^ be such that:
{Spec(Ay}
is a covering of Spec(A).

(z==i, ...,72)

We write f[ (resp. A'i) instead of f^. (resp. Ay.).

elements a^eA (x== i, . . ., n) such that ^a^= i.
i

anc

a

E

There are

Let a be an index so large that

sucrl

there are elements fa,^A^
^ y.i ^y.
Aat \(fai) =f^ ^a^ai) = = ^ anc^
^ajoa^ 1 ; we use also the notations A^ = (AJ^, /p, =Xp^(/^) and Ap,==(Ap)^
(with P^oc). Then {Spec(A^.)} (i= i, . . . , n ) is a covering of Spec(Ap) and
A^==limA^. It suffices to prove the existence of ^ : Spec(A^) —^G such that, for
the restriction ^ of ^ to Spec(A^), we have S^^ai00^^ where X ^ : A ^ - > A ^ is obtained
from \. For, if we have such morphisms ^ (z= i, . . ., n), then we consider for (B^a
the intersection Spec (A^-)n Spec (Apy) == Spec (Ag^-) where Ag^== (Ap)^ .^ . and since
lim AQ^=A^ (=A^.) we can apply the part of the lemma proved under a); i.e., there
exists an index P(z,j) =y such that the restriction of i . to Spec(A_.) equals the
restriction of ^ to Spec(A_.), and this clearly proves the lemma.
Hence we can make the assumptions stated in the beginning; let cp : B —>A be
such that a 9=S. Since B is the quotient of a polynomial ring T[z^, . . ., Ug] by an
ideal which is finitely generated, it follows that there exist an index a and a homomorphism c p ^ : B - > A ^ such that (?==\o^a an<^ ^a^^a fulfills the requirements.
This completes the proof of lemma 1.3.2.
(1.3.3) Returning to the verification of the axioms P^, . . ., Py we note that P^
follows from (S.G.A.y VIII, prop. 5.1 by cor. 4.3 and cor. 1.7). P^ follows from the
definitions. Pg follows (using E.G.A., I, prop. 4.4. i) from the fact that the unit section
is closed and finally P^ follows from Rosenlicht's theorem ([9], p. 11) applied to the
map (^, isp,,^) : C — T -> GXsSpec(A;).
1.4. Some remarks on prorepresentable functors.
(1.4.1) Consider the category (Sch/A;), where A; is a field and let, as in 1.1.4,
(Sch/A;)' denote the subcategory consisting of schemes of type Spec (A) where A is a
A;-algebra which is a finite dimensional vectorspace over k. Let C be the category of
contravariant functors from (Sell/A)' to Ens which are prorepresentable and let, on
the other hand, C^ be the category of topological A-algebras of type (9 == lim ^ with
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Specie (Sch/A;)7 (the topology in ^ is determined by the condition that it is the least
fine one, making the homomorphism Q->G, continuous and the topology in the (9,
is discrete). Let P and P*eC, prorepresented by G and ^ in C^; we want to show that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the functor morphisms 0 : P-^P*
and the continuous A-homomorphisms 9 : Cf->0 (this establishes in fact an equivalence between C° and Ci). In order to make this correspondence explicit let more
precisely P (resp. P*) be prorepresented by the projective system (^, ^, cr,; iel)
and ^ = H m ^ (resp. (6?;, ^,, ^; zei*) and ^=lim ^). Let <D : P^P* be given, then
we have elements 0(Spec(^))((7,) in P*(Spec(^)), hence (p,eHom,(^, fiy; since
(cr,) eUm P(Spec(^)) we have <py. == ^.9, for j^i and therefore we get a (peHom^, tf?).
Conversely, when <peHom,(^*, fi?) is given, then, for every Spec(A)e(Sch/A;)' and every
^ : Spec(A)—P, we have a y^Hom^, A), hence a map y^^Honi^*, A), hence a
C : Spec (A) -^P* and this determines, as is easily checked, a functor morphism 0 : P->P*.
It is easily seen that the correspondence between 0 and 9 is one to one.
(1.4.2) Let T£(Sch/A;) be locally of finite type over k and consider the functor
^==Hom^( ,T). We denote (similarly as in 1.1.5) the restriction of hry to (Sch/A;)'
by hy', let t be a rational point of T and consider, with the notations of 1.1.5, the
subfunctor (A^ of h^ (i.e. for Spec (A) e (Sch/A;)' the (AT)<(SPCC(A)) consists of those
morphism Spec(A)->T which map Spec(A) set theoretically onto the point teT).
It is clear ([5], II, C i, 195-11) that this subfunctor is prorepresentable and is prorepresented by ^ rp.
Lemma (1.4.3). — Let PeHom((Sch/A:)°, Ens) be prorepresentable on (Sch/A)' and
let R g = R be the ring prorepresenting P at the rational point £ : Spec (A;) ->P. Let Te(Sch/A;)
be locally of finite type over k, let t be a rational point on T and let ^ : T->P be such that ^(t) = s.
Then there exists a continuous homomorphism (B(^) : R-^ rp uniquely determined by the
functor morphism {hry\—P^ (which is itself the " restriction5? of th^ functor morphism
S(X) :AT(X)^P(X) for Xe(Sch/A;);. If ^ is injective, then (B(S) is surjective.
Proof. — The existence and uniqueness of p(^) follows immediately from the
remarks made in 1.4.1 and from the fact that 6^ is noetherian and prorepresents (A^.
It remains to be shown that p(S) is surjective if ^ is injective. First we note that p(^)
is surjective in the category C^ introduced in 1.4.1 (i.e. the topological A-algebras of
type (9 == lim ^) because this follows from the observation made in 1.4.1 (the duality
between C and C^) and the fact that S is injective. It remains to be shown that surjectivity in the sense of this category C^ coincides with surjectivity in the set theoretic sense.
We write Q (resp. m) instead o f f f ^ (resp. 1^^)- ^t ^^^/m^ 1 (^=o, i, 2, . . .)
and let ^ : (9->(9^ be the natural homomorphisms. Consider (Bi==^o(B(^); p^ is
clearly still surjective in the sense of the category Ci, but now, since 6\=A;©m/m 2 it
is immediately seen that this implies that ^ is surjective (in the usual set theoretic sense).
Then we have, putting n for the maximal ideal of R = R , , that m C n . ^ + m 2 and
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hence m=u.(P (as is well known). We have in particular that 0 is a quasi-finite
R-module and hence an R-module of finite type [E.G.A., Oj, Cor. 7.4.3). Since
^Cp(^)(R)+n.(P it then follows that ^=(B(S)(R) by Nakayama's lemma.
Remark (1.4.4). — Let the situation be as in lemma 1.4.3 and assume that P
satisfies also axiom Pg. If T is the canonical element in P(Spec(R)) (see remark 1.2.3)
then the continuous homomorphism p(^) : R->^ T ls uniquely determined by the
condition that ^oa^{^}=='^^ (see I . i . i o for notations); this follows immediately from
the construction ofp(^) (see 1.4.3 and 1.4. i), from the last lines of 1.2.3 and from Pg.
1.5. On functors on the category of schemes of groups.
(1.5.1) Again assume that the groundscheme S==Spec(/;) where k is a field and that
there is given a functor PeHom((Sch/A:)0, Ab). Furthermore we assume in this and the
following two sections that k is algebraically closed. Let (Ab/A) be the category of
preschemes ofabelian groups which are locally of finite type over k and (Ab/A)^ is the
subcategory of reduced schemes of abelian groups, locally of finite type over k; also we
introduce the subcategories (Ab/A)* (resp. (Ab/A;)^) consisting of connected (resp.
reduced and connected) objects of (Ab/A;). Let Ge[Ahfk) and a : G->P; we say
that a is a homomorphism if the map oc(T) : G(T)—^P(T), defined by a(T)(j) =ao; for
jeHom^T, G), is a homomorphism, of groups for every Te(Sch/^) (1). We note that
if a : G->P is a homomorphism, then the closed subscheme N(oc) of G, the properties
of which are described in axiom Pg (i.e. N(oc) represents the kernel of the functor morphism
AQ->P), is a subscheme of groups of G', this follows immediately from the definitions. We
call N(oc) the kernel of a : G->P.
Our main object in section 1.5 is to prove the following:
Proposition 1. — Let
and let P'(G) for

PeHom((Sch//;)°, Ab) fulfil the conditions Pi, P^, Ps and Pg

Ge(Ab/A)^ be the set of all homomorphisms a : G—^P.

G—>P'(G) is representable on (Ab/A)^.

Then the functor

If (G, a) is a couple which represents this functor

(and which is clearly unique up to an isomorphism), then a is injective.

(1.5.2) The proof of the above proposition is split up in several lemmas.
Lemma (1.5.2). — Let

Ge(Ab/A)*

and

a : G-»P

a homomorphism.

(if P satisfies P^ and Pg) a Gie(Ab//;)*, an injective homomorphism
homomorphism of the schemes of groups cp : G->Gi suchthat a==aiocp.

There exists

a^ : Gi—^P

and a

Moreover if Ge(Ab/A;)^

then we can take G-^e(Ablk)*^,

Proof. — Let N==N(a) be the kernel of a (axiom Pg). Consider the quotient
Gi=G/N (see [5], III, cor. 7.4) ( 2 ). The natural homomorphism cp : G->Gi is
(1) The a : G->P is a homomorphism if and only if a.(Ji—a.j^—a.j&g is the zero-element in P(G X^G),
where (x : G XfcG—»-G is the group multiplication and p^ (z'= i, 2) is the projection.
( 2 ) See also the exposition of P. Gabriel in the Seminaire " Schemas en Groupes ", S.G.A., Exp. V, I.H.E.S.,
1963.
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faithfully flat and quasi-compact {loc. cit.y theoreme 7 . 2 ) ; if G is connected the same
holds for GI and if G is reduced then G^ is reduced. Also G^ if of finite type over k
(cf. loc. cit., theoreme 6.2 (i)). Consider the diagram
Gx^G -^t G -^ Gi
Pa

Let a' = (x.op^ and a" == aoj&g; then (since a is a homomorphism) a 7 —a" = aoQ^—j^);
since G x ^ G ^ G x ^ N it follows that pi—p^ ' Gx^G-^G factors through N;
therefore, by the definition of N, we have a / = = a / / . Hence by axiom P^ there exists
a :
! Gi->P such that a == ociocp. It follows easily that a^ is a homomorphism and that 04
is inject! ve.
(1.5.3) Consider the set E of couples (G, a) with Ge(Ab/A;)* and a : G->P a
homomorphism. We preorder this set as follows: (G, a)>(G', a') if there exists a
homomorphism (of schemes of groups) 9 : G'->G such that a / =aocp. This set is
filtered under this preordering; for let (G^, a^) and (Gg, ocg) be two couples, consider the
product G^X^Gg, the projections p ^ : G^X^G^—^G^ {i=i, 2) and the homomorphism
a==ai.j^+a2-^2 : G^X^G^P. Clearly (G^X^Gg, a)>(G^,o^) ( ^ = = 1 , 2 ) . Furthermore
the subset {(G, a)} with a injective is cqfinal in this preordering. This follows immediately from lemma 1.5.2 (we assume that P^ and Pg hold). Finally we note that the
above facts are also true if we restrict to couples (G, a) with Ge(Ab/A;)^ (here we use
the fact that k is algebraically closed, or at least that k is perfect, in order to conclude
that GiX^Gg is again in (Ab//;)^)Lemma (1.5.4). — Consider couples (G^, aj (z= i, 2, . . .) with G^e(Ab/A)^ ^d
o^ : G^-^P injective homomorphisms. Suppose that there exist homomorphisms of the schemes
of groups ^ : G^->G^i (z= i, 2, . . .) such that o^==a^io<p^.

If the functor P satisfies P^,

then there exists an integer i^ such that 9^ is an isomorphism for z>io.

Proof. — Since the a^ are injective, the q\. are injective and hence closed immersions
([5], III, Cor. 7.4). The corresponding ring homomorphisms ^ : ^e G- ~~^^e G- are
therefore surjective and it clearly suffices to prove that the ^ are injective for i larger
than a certain integer z'o. Consider the continuous prolongations ^ : 0^. -^^G.?
it suffices to show that these are injective for i>iQ. Consider also the noetherian ring
R==Rg which prorepresents P at the unit element s of P(Spec(A;)); by lemma 1.4.3
there exist continuous surjective homomorphisms (B^ : R-^^g. (z= i, 2, . . . ) corresponding with the functor morphism (AQ.)g->Pg (with the notations of 1.4.2 and 1.1.5).
^s

/N

^

From the fact that, clearly, the continuous homomorphisms ^ : 0^. -^e,G correspond with the functor morphisms (^G-)e~^(^G- )e and from a^==a^ioq^ it follows that
$ f P z + i = P i {i== i, 2, . . . ) . Let ^=Kernel((^); then R^S^^^ and we must show
that -ft; = ^ 4. i == -$^i + 2 = • • • f01* i larger than a certain ^. However (B^ o. and hence (P^G.
is a regular local ring (G^ is reduced!); hence ^ is a prime ideal and our assertion
593
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follows immediately since a sequence of decreasing prime ideals ^ in a noetherian ring R
is finite.
(1.5.5) Proof of proposition 1. — Consider first the restriction P" of the functor P'
(from proposition i) to (Ab/A:)^. Let E^ be the set of couples (H, (B) with He(Ab/A;)^
and (B : H-^P a homomorphism. By 1.5.3 the set E,^ is filtered with respect to the
preordering introduced there. It suffices to show that there is a couple (Go, ao) in E^
such that (Go, ao)>(H, (B) for every (H, (B) in E,^ and with an injective ao. By
lemma 1.5.2 the subset E' ofE,^ consisting of couples (H, (B) with injective (B is cofinal;
therefore we can restrict our attention to this subset E'. E' itself is by 1.5.3 and
lemma 1.5.2 also filtered and the existence of (Go, ao) follows now immediately from
lemma 1.5.4.
Next we turn to the category (Ab/A;)^ itself. Using the injective homomorphism
ao(Spec(A;)) : Hom^Spec(A;), Go) == Go(A;) -> P(Spec(A;)) we identify G^k) with a subgroup
of P(Spec(A;)). Let 9==P(Spec(A:))/Go(A;) and let ^ {aeQ) be a set of representatives
of g in P(Spec(A;)) (we take for the representative a^ of the unit element of 9 the
unit element e of P(Spec(A;))).

Let G^ be the same scheme as Go and G= U Gg;
o G3

we want to introduce a group structure on G.
multiplication on Go.

Let ^ : GoX^Go -> Go be the group

We define (JL : Gx^G-^G as follows: GXj,G= U G^G,;
O,T e3

let ^T^^/GoXA.G^G^.^ be defined by ^=t^^_^^^i where ^ for be Go
denotes the translation by b (we note that ^ o + ^ — ^ + r ls an element of the subgroup
Go(A;) of P(Spec(A:)) and determines therefore a unique rational point on Go). An inverse
L : G->G is introduced in a similar fashion and in this way we obtain a group structure
on G which on the connected component Go of the unit element coincides with the
original group structure on Go. Next we define a homomorphism a : G-^P. By
axiom P^ it suffices to define a^==a/G^; let a^ao+^o-n: where n : Go-^ Spec (A;)
is the structure morphism. It is easily checked that a is indeed a homomorphism, that a
is injective (one uses Pg) and that a(Spec(A;)) : G(A) ==Hom^(Spec(A:), G)-^P(Spec(A;))
is an isomorphism (we identify both groups in the following by this isomorphism).
Finally we want to show that (G, a) represents the functor P' on (Ab/A:),^Let (H, p) be a couple such that He(Ab/A;)^d and (B : H->P a homomorphism. We
have to show that there exists a unique homomorphism of groups <p : H->G such
that (B=oco(p.

Now H== U Hy, where Ho is the connected component of the identity

and Hy. are the translations of Ho. Since (Go, ao) represents the restriction of P'
to (Ab/A;)^, there exists a homomorphism 90 : HO-^G such that (Bo^P/Ho^^yoLet by be a rational point of Hy and let (r(j) == (B(^.) mod. Go (A:); consider the morphism
<py : Hy^G^-) defined by 9/==^(&.)09o°^. {t denotes, as above, the translation). Since
the H^. are open in H we obtain a morphism 9 : H-^G such that 9/H.==9.. It is
easily checked that <p is a homomorphism of the schemes of groups and that ao(p=(B.
The uniqueness of cp follows from the fact that a is injective.
594
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1.6. On functors on the category of reduced schemes.
(1.6.1) Let again k be an algebraically closed field. By (Sch/A;)^ we denote
the subcategory of (Sch/A:) consisting of reduced preschemes. In this section our main
object is to prove the following:
Proposition 2, — Let P : (Sch//;)°->Ab be a functor which satisfies P^, P^ Pg and Py.
Let G be a prescheme of abelian groups which is reduced and locally of finite type over k and let
a : G->P be an injective homomorphism with the following properties:

(i) For every He(Ab/A;),^ and homomorphism (B : H-^P there exists a homomorphism
9 : H->G such that (B=ao<p.
(ii) a(Spec(A:)) : G(Spec(A;))-^P(Spec(A;))

is bijective.

Then (G, a) represents the restriction of the functor P to the category of the preschemes which
are direct sums of preschemes which are reduced and of finite type over k.

Again the proof will be split up in several lemmas. We assume tacitly in section 1.6
that we have a functor P : (Sch/A:)°-^Ab which satisfies P^, P^ and Pg.
(I.6.a) Let T be an affine scheme, of finite type over k and let ^ : T->P. The
symmetric group ©„ operates on the 72-fold product T^TX^TX^. . . X^T. If cye®^
then we denote by the same letter a the morphism T^->T^ obtained from the permutation a of the factors; we denote the multiplication morphism corresponding with the
operation of ©^ on T^ by T^ : T^x^->T^ (with the notations of S.G.A., V, p. 6);
the projection on the first factor of T^ x^ we denote by ^ : T^ X^S^->T^. We remark
that T^x^Sy, is the product of T^ with the direct sum ofyz! copies of Spec (A); it can
therefore also be considered as

U T^; then the restriction of^ to the copy ofT^ corres-

ponding with aeS^ is nothing else but the morphism cr : T^-^T^. If T] : T^P,
then Q^ operates on T] by •^a=^oG, it follows from the above remarks and from the
axiom P^ that the statement " T] is invariant under ©„ ?9 (i.e. 7]°===7] for all <re(5J is
equivalent with the statement '^o'^n='r\o(ll (because both statements are equivalent on
each copy T^ of T^x^SJ. Consider the element ^=^=1^^ of P(TJ (where
pi: T^-^T is the projection on the z-th factor); since ^noa=^1il=l^oP^oa==^=l^oPa(i}=^n
for o-eS^ we have that ^ is invariant under ©^.
Lemma (1.6.3). — Let T be an affine scheme, T^ the n-fold product, T(^ the symmetric
n-fold product (both over k ) and 9 : T^-^T^) the natural morphism. Let ^ : T-^P and
^n=^=i^°Pi' There exists an affine open set U in T^ and a ^ : U->P such that
^o(cp/V)=^/V where V^cp-^U).
Proof. — There exists an affine open set U on T(^ such that for every closed point
seU the set 9~1^) consists ofn\ different points. The groups of inertia {S.G.A., V, p. 7)
for the points of V== ^~1{V) are trivial and therefore {S.G.A., V, prop. 2.6) the restriction
(p/V : V-^U is faithfully flat (and quasi-compact) and V is formally a principal homo596
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geneous space under (SJu (with the notations of S.G.A., V, p. 10). Therefore
VXuV^Vx^SJu- Consider the two projections p^p^ :VXuV-^V; under the above
isomorphism j&i corresponds with ?i/VXu(©n)u and j&2 with ^n/VXu(©n)u (<7i and TT^ are
as in section 1.6.2). Since we have seen that ^n ls invariant we have ^o^==^o^;
hence also (Sn/V)oj^== (^/V)o^. The existence of ^ : U->-P with the required properties follows then immediately from the fact that cp/V : V—^U is faithfully flat and
quasi-compact and from P4.
Lemma (1.6.4) (1). —Let PGHom((Sch/A;)°, Ab) satisfy (as agreed upon) P^, P^WPg.
Let C be a non-singular^ complete curve (in {Sch/k)) and S a finite set of closed points on C;
let m be a module with support on S. Let f: C—S—»-J^ be the canonical morphism of C—S
into the generalised jacobian defined by the module m ([9], p. 89), normalised by the condition
f(t^ ==e (the unit of J ^ ) where t^ is a closed point on C—S. If ^ : C—S->P is such that
^(^)=o (the unit of P(Spec(A))), then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a homomorphism 73 :Jm-^P sucfl tnat ^=rlof(ii) The map ^(Spec(A:)) : Hom^(Spec(A:), C—S)->P(Spec(^)) has the module m
[in the sense of 1 . 1 . 9 ) .
Proof. — (i)=>(ii) Follows immediately from the definitions and ([9], Th. i b
on p. 95).
(ii) => (i) Let g == dim J^. Put T == G — S; consider, with the notations of
1.6.2, the element ^==S^^oj^ on the ^-fold product Tg (over k). Let T^ be
the symmetric ^-fold product and 9 : Tg->T^ the canonical morphism. Also we
have to consider the morphism Fg : Tg->J^ defined by Fg==^._^fop^ (j^. : Tg->T the
projection on the i—th factor); by ([9], Chap. V, § 9, Th. i c) there exists a birational
transformation F / x :T/x->J^ such that (as rational maps) F^==F/xocp (in fact it is
well known that F^ is a morphism). By lemma 1.6.3 there is an affine open set U
on T(^ and a ^ : U—^P such that ^o(<p/V) ==^/V where V==9~ 1 (U); clearly we can
restrict U in such a way that U is isomorphic under F(^ with an open set U' ofj^ and
we identify U and U' in the following. We have now the following commutative
diagram:

(1) Compare with [4], Th. 2 on p. 8-19.
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We want to fill in the dotted arrow with a homomorphism T] :J^->P. Consider the
morphism X : Ux^U-^J^ obtained by composition of the open immersion

Ux.U^J^xJ^
and the group multiplication (JL ^JmX/Jm—Jm- Both there morphisms are simple; this
is clear for the open immersion; in order to see that (JL is simple, we remark that the
structure morphism J\n-^ Spec (A:) is simple, hence also the morphism ^ : Jm X^J^n-^Jm
obtained from this structure morphism by base extension is simple, and finally [L itself
is simple because [L is obtained from (JL' by applying on J^XkJm tne isomorphism
(a,b)-^{a+b,b). Hence X is simple (S.G.A., II, prop. 1.3). Write U g ^ U x ^ U ,
let ^ : Ug—^U {i=i, 2) be the projections and let ^==^0^-4-^0^. Consider the
diagram

U.x^U, ^ U, -^ J,
Tta

where TCi and TTg are the projections; TT^ and TT^ are obtained from X by base extension
and are therefore simple. We want to show that ^on^=^on^. First of all we shall
prove that if a is a closed point on U g X j Ug, then ^30^1 (<^) ==^2 07T 2(< 2 )• I11 order to
see this we note that such a point a is of the form (&, a?), with b = (b-^, b^) and d= (d-^y d^)
and &i, 63, rfi and rfg are closed points on U. Let B^ (resp. Dy) be the divisors on T
corresponding with b, (resp. ^.). We have X ( & ) = X ( r f ) , hence by the properties of
generalized jacobians ([9], Chap. V, § 9, Th. i b) this implies Bi+Bg is m-linearly
equivalent with D^+Dg. We have S^071!^? ^) ^^W =^{b^) +^(^); since the map
^(Spec(A;)) has the module m and since ^/V= ^o(cp/V) =^o(F^/V), this is equal
to ^(fi?i) +^(^2) =^^2W ==^2 0T: 2(^ ^)- Therefore ^071:1(6, rf) =^o7T2(^, rf). Since Ug is
reduced (A; is algebraically closed) and since n^ is simple we have that U g X j Ug is
reduced {S.G.A., II, prop. 3.1).
following trivial lemma 1.6.5:

The assertion ^3 o 711 == ^2 o 71:3 follows now from the

Lemma (1.6.5). — Let X be aprescheme, of finite type over k and reduced and let ^ : X—^P
(P satisfies Pg).

If ^(^)==o ybr all closed points x on X ^z ^===0.

Proq/'. — Consider the closed subscheme N(^) of X such that for a : X'—^X we
have ^ o a = = o if and only if a factors through N(^). Since the closed points are everywhere dense on X we have that set theoretically N(^) == X. Since X is reduced we have
N(S)=X.
(1.6.6) Continuation of the proof of lemma 1.6.4, — The morphism X : Ug—^J^ is,
as is well-known, surjective, and since X is simple (and hence flat), it follows from
^071:1 ==^2 071:2 by axiom P^ that there exists a T] :J^-^P such that r^o\=^. Next we
want to show that T] is a homomorphism; for this we must prove that 7]o == T] o pi — Y] oj^ — Y] oj^
(where |i is, as above, the group multiplication JnxXj^^Ln and p, :JmXkJm—]m
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the projection on the z'-th factor) is the zero element of P(JmXj^). Since
JmXjcJm is reduced it suffices, again by lemma 1.6.5, to check ^o(x)==o for
every closed point x on JmXjcJm' Let x=={y,^) withy and ^ closed on J^. Let
furthermore a= (^, ^U = (&i, 63) and d=^d^ be closed points on U^ such
that X(a)=j;, X ( 6 ) = ^ and X ( r f ) = ^ + ^ . The points a,, by and ^ are closed on U;
^t A,, B, and D^ be the corresponding divisors on T (z, j and Z = i , 2 ) and
denote finally by E the divisor on T consisting of 2^-times the point t^. Then
^W=^(^^=^W-^^)-^W=^W+^?)--^^)-^^)-^(&l)-^^
and
the fact that this is zero follows, again using that the map ^ (Spec (A)) has the module m,
from the fact that D^ + Dg + E is m-linearly equivalent with A^ + Ag + B^ + Eg. Finally
we want to show that Y]/U == ^ Again it is only necessary to check this at closed points
and this is done in a similar way as above, always using the module m. Then we
have (^/U)o(F,/(p- l (U))=^/cp- l (U); the equality 7]oF,=^ follows then from Pg.
The fact that r^f==^ follows then immediately if we remark that/is the composition
of the morphism t-^(t, t^ ..., Q from T to Tg and the morphism Fg : Tg-^J^. This
completes the proof of lemma 1.6.4.
(1.6.7) For the proof of proposition 2 we also need the following two lemmas:
Lemma (1.6.7). — Let f: Z->T be a separated morphism of algebraic k-preschemes.
Suppose that for every normal integral curve g : C->T we have that /Xric^c) ' Zx^C-^C
is proper. Then f itself is proper.
Proof. — There is no loss in generality if we drop the assumption that C is normal,
for let C be an arbitrary integral curve over k and let X : C^C be the normalization.
Consider the diagram:
Z <— Z X r C <^- Z x T C X c C i = Z x T C i
f

^c)

f(c,)

T ^—— C <———'——— G,

We have that \of^ is proper (E.G.A., II, prop. 5.4, (ii)), ^ = ^ is surjective
{E.G.A., I, prop. 3.5.2, (ii)),^) is separated (E.G.A., I, prop. 5.5.1, (iv)) and hence
/(G) is proper {E.G.A., II, cor. 5.4.3, (ii)). Next we note that we can assume that Z
is quasi-projective over T; this follows from the lemma of Chow {E.G.A., II, Th. 5.6. i)
and {E.G.A., II, prop. 5.4.2, (ii) and cor. 5.4.3, (ii)). Let j : Z^P(^) (E.G.A., II,
prop. 5.3.2) be an immersion in a projective fiber space (where S is a quasi-coherent
^-Module of finite type); our problem is to prove that Z is projective over T (E.G.A.,
II, Th. 5.5.3, (i)), i.e., we must show that Z is closed in P(<f) (we identify Z with a
subscheme of P(^)). Write h : P(<?)-^T for the structure morphism and Z for the
closure of Z in P(^). Suppose Z + Z then there is a closed point QeZ and Q^Z;
there exists an integral curve ([3], III, § III, prop. i) C in Z through Q such that
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CnZ=t=0.
diagram:

Let i : C->P(<^) be the immersion and g^hoi.

33

Consider the following

P(<T) ^- P(<?)XTC

T ^——-——C
where a is the section C-^P^x^C corresponding with i : C-^P(^). Clearly
(7(QJ^(r(CnZ) andinfact ^Zx^C, hence Z X r C is not closed in P(<?) XrC. Therefore
{E.G.A., II, cor. 5.4.4) the quasi-projective morphism ^ : Zx^C^C is not projective,
hence not proper, which contradicts our assumption (cf. beginning of the proof) since C
is an integral curve. Hence Z = Z , i.e. f: Z—^T is proper.
Lemma (1.6.8). — Let q : Z->T be a morphism of algebraic k-preschemes.
proper monomorphism then q is a closed immersion.

If q is a

Proof. — From the fact that q is a monomorphism follows that set theoretically q
is injective; from the fact that q is proper follows that q is closed. In order to prove
the lemma it suffices to prove {E.G.A., I, prop. 4 . 2 . 2 , b}) that ^—q^z) is surjective;
from q proper follows that ^(^z) is a ^T-1^10^^ of f^ite type and it therefore suffices
(by Nakayama's lemma) to show that k(t)^q^(P^)®^k{t) =A is surjective for every
teT. From the fact that q is a monomorphism follows by base extension that
ZxTSpec(A:(^)) -> Spec{k(t)) is a monomorphism; but this means that the natural map
A®^^A->A is injective and hence A=k{t).
(1.6.9) The proof of proposition 2. — Let T be a reduced prescheme which is a
direct sum of preschemes of finite type over k. We have to show that the map
a(T) :G(T)—P(T), defined by a(T)(<p) ==ao<p for cp : T-.G, is bijective. The
injectivity follows from the fact that a is injective. There remains to show that <x(T)
is surjective. Let ^ : T->P be given.
First we assume that T is of the type C—S, where C is a non-singular, complete curve
defined over k and S a finite set of closed points on C. Let ^ be a closed point on T
and Si-S—^o)- I^om the fact that the map Si(Spec(A;)) : T(Spec(A;)) -> P(Spec(A;))
has, by Py, a module m with support on S, it follows by lemma 1.6.4 the existence of a
homomorphism T] ^ J m ^ P (Jm ls ihe generalized jacobian of C with respect to m) such
that Si== 7 ] 0 / { f ' ' T->J^ is the canonical map normalized by f(to) ==e). The existence
of a morphism <pi : T—^G such that ao<p^==^ follows now from property (i) of the
couple (G, a) applied toj^ and the homomorphism T] :J^->P. It is now immediately
checked that the morphism cp==^^o(p^ (where t^ is the translation on G by the
point on G corresponding with S^o) ^ fhe existence of such a point follows from
property (ii) of the couple (G, a)) is such that a o < p = ^ .
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Next let T be reduced and of finite type over k. Consider the closed subscheme Z on
T x;,G which represents the functor hry Xph^ (see remark 1.2.4; the structure morphisms
over P a r e ^ : T->P and oc : G->P), let ^ : Z->T (resp. p : Z->G) be the projection
(or more precisely the composition of the embedding ofZ into T x^G and the projection).
If we show that q is an isomorphism, then clearly ^==poq-1 is such that a o y = ^ . From
the fact that a is injective follows easily q is a monomorphism. Next we want to show
that q is proper. In order to see this we first note that q is certainly proper if T is a normal
curve, for we have just seen that then there exists a morphism 9 : T->G such that
0009 == S, and from the injectivity of a it follows that ^oq==p and hence Z is nothing else
but the graph of 9. Let g : C->T, where C is a normal integral curve; then it is a
straightforward matter to check that Z X r C represents the functor h^Xy^, where
now the structure morphisms are ^og : C—P and a : G-^P. By the remark just
made we have that qx^c : ZXTC->C is proper. Since clearly q is separated it follows
by lemma 1.6.7 that q is proper. Hence by lemma 1.6.8 q is a closed immersion.
However ^(Z)==T, for otherwise we could take a closed point ^eT and t^q(T) (this
is possible, T is of finite type over k); but this contradicts the fact that there corresponds,
by property (ii) of the couple (G, a), a point on G with the element ^o) of P(Spec(A;))!
Hence q is an isomorphism.
Let finally T = U T , , with all T, reduced and of finite type over k. Then there
exists by what we have just proved 9, : T,->G such that ao^=^/T,. Let 9 : T-^G
be such that 9/^=9^; then 0 0 9 = = ^ by axiom P^.
1.7. The step from reduced to arbitrary preschemes.
(1.7.1) In this section k is an algebraically closed field and our main objet is
to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 3. —Let P : (Sch/A:)°->Ab be a functor which satisfies P^, Pg, P^, P,, P^
and Pg and suppose that the restriction of P to the category of the preschemes which are a direct sum
of reduced preschemes of finite type over k is representable. Then P itself is representable by a scheme
of abelian groups which is locally of finite type over k.
(1.7.2) The proof of proposition 3 is spread over several lemmas and is finished
in lemma 1.7.12. We assume tacitly in section 1.7 that P has the properties mentioned in
prop. 3. Also we denote throughout 1.7 by (G, a) the couple which represents the restriction of P
to the subcategory C of (Sch/^;) consisting of the preschemes which are a direct sum of reduced
preschemes of finite type over k. We claim that G is a scheme of abelian groups and a : G->P
is an injective homomorphism. It is clear that G has a group structure in the subcategory C
mentioned above; however then there exist a group multiplication ^ : Gx^G->G, an
inverse G->G and a unit section with the right properties and therefore G is a scheme
of groups. Also oc : G->P is a homomorphism in the sense of 1.5.1 with respect to
the subcategory C, but then aopi— a oj^— a oj^. is the zero element of P(GX^G) (j^andj^
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are, as usual, the projections); however this implies immediately that a is a homomorphism in (Sch/A;) itself. Finally the kernel N(a) is clearly set theoretically the point e
on G; however also as a subscheme N(a) coincides with the <c reduced subscheme
consisting of the point e 5? . We have to show this only for N(ao) where ao=a/Go
and Go is the connected component of the unit. The fact that ao is injective
follows from lemma 1.5.2 and from the fact that (G, a) represents the functor
on C.
Lemma (1.7.3). — Let T==Spec(A) with A reduced and ^: Spec(A)-^P. Then
there exists a unique morphism 9 : Spec (A) ->G such that aocp==^.
Proof. — Let A=lunA,, with A, a A:-algebra of finite type over L By V^ there
exixts an index i and a ^ : Spec(A,)->P such that ^^X, where \: A,->A is
the canonical ring homomorphism. Since A, is reduced there exists a 9, : Spec (A,) -^G
such that ^==ao^ and clearly 9=^0^ fulfils our requirements; the uniqueness of y
follows from the fact that a is injective.
Lemma (1.7.4). — Let the situation be as in 1 . 7 . 2 ' , let R be the topological k-algebra
prorepresentingV at the unit element of P(Spec(A;)) and let ?(a) :R-^^ be as in lemma 1 . 4 . 3 .
Consider the map [L : R-^R,^ and the factorisation

R ——>
6,^p
(3(a)
\
^\

/
/Pred(a)
^ed

Then Pre^)

ls an

isomorphism.

Proof. — We note that the existence of the above factorization follows from the
fact that (9^ is reduced (G is a reduced groupscheme; 0^ is even a regular local ring).
Spec(R^) is reduced; consider the canonical element T of Spec(R) (remark 1.2.3)
and TO^ = T^ : Spec(R,^) -^ P. From lemma 1.7.3 follows that there exists a morphism
9 : Spec(R^) ->G such that aocp = r,^. Since R^ is a local ring we have a factorization
Spec(R^) ———v——^ G
a\\

/ can.

Spec(^.)
where X : ^G-^red is a local homomorphism; let X : ^o-^Rred be the continuous
prolongation to the completion. We have 009 ==T,^, hence ^oa\=^ (see I . i . i o
for notations) and hence also a^X^T^ci. On the other hand we have a^ro^a)
(see 1.4.4), hence a, ^o^p^a). Therefore T^^TO^ and T^-To^p^a^X.
Since T : Spec(R) ->P is the canonical element it follows from axiom Pg that there is only
one continuous homomorphism ^:R-»R^ such that TO^==T,^, hence (ji=Xop^(a)o(jL.
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Since [L is surjective, we have that ^o(B,^(a) is the identity. Since j3(a) is surjective
(lemma 1.4.3; a is injective) we have that both X and Pre^) are isomorphisms. (See
diagram.)
^

Lemma (1.7.5). — Let the functor P be as in proposition 3. Consider the category (Ab/A;)*
of schemes of abelian groups H which are connected and of finite type over k. Let P'(H) be the
set of homomorphisms y : H->P. The functor P' : H->P'(H) is representable on (Ab/A)* by
a couple (Ho, ye) with an injective yo : H->P.
Proof. — First of all we note that if we consider the restriction P" of P7 to the
category (Ab/A:)^ of schemes of abelian groups, connected and of finite type over k
and which are moreover reduced, and if (G, a) is as in 1.7.2, then P" is representable
by the couple (Go, ao) where Go is the connected component of G and oco==a/Go.
Let the set E of couples (H, y), with He(Ab/A:)* and yeP'(H), be preordered
as in 1.5.3. Precisely as in 1.5.5 it suffices to show the existence of a couple (Ho, Yo)
in E such that (HQ, yo)>(H, y) for every (H, y) in E and such that yo is injective. By
lemma 1.5.2 it suffices to restrict our attention to the subset E' o f E with couples (H, y)
with injective y. The existence of such a (Ho, Yo) follows then from the fact that E'
is filtered and from the following statement:
(1.7.6) Let (Go, ao) be as above and (G,, a,) (z= i, 2, . . .) be couples in the
subset E' introduced above. Suppose that there exist homomorphisms of schemes of groups
?t : G^G,^ such that a,==a^o(p^ (i==o, i, . . . ) . Then there exists an integer ?o
such that 9^ is an isomorphism for z>z'o.
Proof. — First of all we note that the cp, are monomorphisms (the a, are injective),
hence closed immersions ([5], III, cor. 7.4) and the G, have all the same underlying
space (namely Go). Write ^ = (5^. and consider the local homomorphism \ : ^i+i-^corresponding with cp, : G, -> G,+1; l let ^ = \ o\ o. . . o\ _ ^ : Q, -> Q^. The 9, are closed
immersions, the \ and ^ are therefore surjective and clearly it suffices to prove that the \
are injective for i> some i^ (because then the local homomorphisms of the corresponding
local rings are isomorphisms in all closed points and then the 9, are themselves isomorphisms by ([i], Chap. II, § 3, Th. i)). Write p,==Ker(^); p, is prime since Go is
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an integral scheme. Denote the zero ideal of (P, by q,; we have p,=r(q,) (the " root "
ofq,; [i], Chap. II, § 2.6, def. 4) because (G,)^=GQ (cf. £.(;.^., I, prop. 5.1.1).
Moreover we claim that q, is ^-primary. This follows from the fact that the G, is a
scheme of groups (for, if in the decomposition of q, into primary ideals there enter
primary ideals belonging to embedded primes, then the same is true for the zero ideal
in A, where Spec (A) is some affine neighbourhood of the unit element e in G,; however,
if we take a closed point aeG^ outside the subspaces corresponding with these embedded
primes we have that in the decomposition of the zero ideal of (9^ g. there do not enter
embedded primes, which clearly is impossible because ^aG-^^eG = ^ i ) ' Next we turn
to the completions ^, p,, q,, \ and [2, of ^, p,, q,, \ and ^. We have p,=Ker(^,)$
p, is prime since (9^ is a regular local ring. Furthermore q, is clearly the zero ideal
o f ^ . We apply ([i], Chap. IV, § 2, prop. n) by putting (with the notations of that
proposition) A = ^ , B==^, p==p,, E = ^ and E^q,; since p,=p,.^ is prime, we
have that q^ is p^-primary. Finally consider the ring R prorepresenting P, or more
precisely P,, at the zero element e of P(Spec(/;)); let (^==p(a,) : R^^ bet he surjective
homomorphism from lemma 1.4.3 corresponding with the functor morphism (AG-L^PESince \: ^-+1^^ corresponds under the duality considered in 1.4.1 with the
functor morphism (^.^-^(A^. )e obtained from < p / : G^->G^i and since we have
a commutative diagram
(^)e -^
\

(^.Je
^

PS

we have also a commutative diagram
^ <^ ^i
\
/
h\ /Pi+i

R
Let ^=Ker((y, then ^-^-^q^) and S^== ^\qo)==^\Pi), therefore ^ is S^-primary.
From lemma 1.7.4 follows that ^0=^(0) (the root of the zero ideal in R). Consider
the sequence Mo 3 ^^^ 3 • • • 5 since every ^ contains the ^o-primary ideal which
enters in the primary decomposition of (o) in R, it follows that this sequence is finite,
i.e. ^=^ for i> a certain z'o. Since the ^ are surjective by lemma 1.4.3 this
implies that the \, and hence the \, are injective for z>z'o and this completes the
proof of lemma 1.7.5 (1).
(1) The referee suggested the following proof, which is more intelligible, but which uses more formal group
theory:
Write ^ -= 9z-i°9,-2° • • • °<Po : Go-^G,, G, = Spf(0g, G,), P = Spf(Rg) and let $, : GQ-^G, and a,: G,->P
be the homomorphisms of formal groups induced by ^ and oc^. Since the G^ have all the same subspace we have that
coker(^) = G^/Gp is a radical group with hyperalgebra A^ say. In order to prove the assertion it suffices to
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Lemma (1.7.7). — Let (Ho, Yo) ^ as in lemma 1 . 7 . 5 andletR be the ring prorepresenting P
{or more precisely PJ at the unit element e of P(Spec(A)). Let (B(yo) : R-^,H, ^ the homomorphismfrom lemma [ . 4 . 3 . Then (B(yo) is an isomorphism.
Proof. — Since R is the local ring prorepresenting P at the unit element c of
P(Spec(A:)), the formal spectrum Spf(R) is a formal group (1.1.8). If the characteristic of the field k is zero then by a result of Cartier (cf. [2], Th. 26) formal groups
and (hence) schemes of groups are reduced. Therefore R==R,ed and Ho can be
identified with the connected component Go of the unit element of G (from 1.7.2);
therefore 0^=0^ and our lemma follows from lemma 1.7.4.
(1.7.8) Assume therefore Char(A;) =p+ o. Let m be the maximal ideal of R
and let m^ be the ideal generated by the elements xPnwith xem (n== i, 2, . . .). Write
^(n)^11/^^ iet 9^) : R->R(^ be the natural homomorphism. The formal spectrum
Spf(R(n)) is , the kernel of the homomorphism of formal groups Spf(R) -> Spf(R)
corresponding with the Frobenius map F(^ : R-.R, defined by F^{x)=xPn for xeR.
Therefore Spf(R^) is a formal subgroup of Spf(R) and therefore a formal group itself;
however since R^) is a A-algebra which is a finite dimensional A:-vector space, it follows
immediately that Spec(R^) is a scheme of groups in the usual sense.
(1.7.9) Let T be the canonical element (see 1.2.3) of P(Spec(R)) and
^{n}=^oa^[n} ' Spec(R(^)->P. We want to show that T^) is a homomorphism (in the sense
of 1.5.1). In order to see this, let B be a local A:-algebra of finite yfc-dimension (as
^-vector space) and let n be the maximal ideal of B. Let P,(Spec(B)) be the subset of
P(Spec(B)) as usual (i.e., T] : Spec(B)-.P is in P,(Spec(B)) if and only if T] (n) = c;
see I. i . 5). Since (with the notations from 1.1.4) Hom,(R, B) = Hom,(R, B) we have
a group isomorphism r(Spec(B)) : Hom,(R, B) ^ P,(Spec(B)) (in fact it is precisely
this bijective map which defines the group structure on Spf(R); see 1.1.8). From
the fact that Spf(R^) is a formal subgroup of Spf(R) and from the definition of T^)
it follows that T^(Spec(B)) : Hom,(R^, B) -> P,(Spec(B)) is a group homomorphism.
We apply this remark to B=R^0,R^ (i== i, 2) and to the two ring homomorphisms
ft : ^n) -> ^n^k^n} {l == I ? 2) defined by ^(r)=r®i and q^(r)= i®r. We obtain
(T ^

^n)oa?! + ^ o°^ = (T(^ o^

show that the dimensions [A, : k] are bounded. However G./GQ can be identified with coker($.) = G./Gn
Un the other hand one has a commutative diagram of monomorphisms

and therefore coker(^) = G,/GQ is a formal subgroup of coker(ao) = P/GQ.
with hyperalgebra A say. Therefore [A, : k] ^ [A : k].
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where ^ : R^) -^ R(^®^R^ is the homomorphism corresponding with the group
multiplication of Spf(R^). However the relation ( i ) implies (see footnote 6) that
^(T) : Hom^T, Spec(R^)) -> P(T) is a group homomorphism for all Te(Sch/A);
i.e. T(^ is a homomorphism in the sense of 1.5.1.
(I.7.io) We can now complete the proof of lemma 1.7.7.
a

The

T^:Spec(R^)->P

are homomorphisms; therefore there are homomorphisms (of schemes of groups)
a^ : Spec(R^)—Ho such that T^=Yooa^. But since R(^) is a local ring and
even a complete local ring, ^ can be factored through Spec(^ yj; therefore there
exist ^-homomorphisms (of rings) \^ : ^ ->R^ such that (y^ J o^ = T(,) (/z = i, 2, . . .)
and clearly X^=(p^oX^ for m^/z (the 9^ : R(^->R^ are the natural homomorphisms). Since R==lim R(^ there exists a continuous homomorphism X : ^ jj —-R
such that X(^ === 9(n)°^; it follows easily from axiom Pg that (^ J o^ = T.

On the other

hand p(yo) : R-^^^Ho is such that To^yJ^v^ (see 1.4.4). Therefore the continuous
homomorphism Xop(^) : R-^R is such that ro^Xop^)) ==r. However T is the canonical element of Spec(R) and hence Xo(B(yo)= IR; since p(yo) is surjective (lemma 1.4.3)
it follows that both X and p(yo) are isomorphisms. (See diagram.)

Spec(R^)^---^
(I.7.ii) Let (Ho, Yo) be as m lemma 1.7.5. Since yo is injective, we can identify
Ho(A;) =Hom^(Spec(A), Ho) by means of the map yo(Spec(A:)) with a subgroup of
P(Spec(/;)). We consider (cf 1.5.5) the factor group I) =P(SpecW)/HoW$ let ^
be a set of representatives for I) in P(Spec(A;)) (we take as representative a^ for the unit
element in I) the unit element s of P(Spec(A;))). For each eel), let H^ be another copy
of Ho, and put H == U H^.

If TT : Ho -> Spec (k) is the structure morphism, then we define

:

To l^o-^ by Yo^To+^o^ and Y : H-^P is determined by the condition Y/H^=YO
(axiom Pg). We note that H (Spec (A;)) can now be identified with P (Spec (A:)). Also
we have, if Go is the connected component of the identity of the scheme of groups G
from 1.7.2, that (Ho),ed can be identified with Go and (XQ with y/Go ft-

We do not bother to show that H is a scheme of groups; this will follow automatically.
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We want to show that y " injective.

For this consider on H x ^ H ^ U H^x^

the element ^yo^-yo^ : Hx.H^P (where ^ and ^ are the projec'tions on the'
first and second factor). We clearly have to show that the closed subscheme N(^)
(from axiom Pg) coincides with the diagonal. If not then we can find a point (^, ^) eN(^)
with t, and t, closed points on H and t^t,. We get y(<i) =Y(^) and it is easily seen
that this is impossible/or closed points (using the fact that ^ is injective and that the a
are representatives for h).
°
Z-COTwa (1.7.12). — The couple (H, y) represents the functor P.
PTOO/. — Let Te(Sch//;) and ^ : T^P. ^rrf ^ ^w^ ^ T is connected, of
finite type and that there exists a closed point ^eT such that ^(fg) =o. Let Z be the closed
subscheme of TX,H(, representing the functor ^Xp^ (axiom P's=P,; the structure
morphisms are S : T^P and y,, : H^P). If y (resp. p) is the restriction of the
projection TX.HQ-^T (resp. Tx.H^Ho) to Z then w wa^ to show that q is an
isomorphism; because then y=poq-l•.^-^^ is such that TO°?=S. The reduced
prescheme Z^ is a subprescheme of (Tx,H,)^=T^x,G, (see 1.7.11) and it is immediately seen that Z,^ has the same subspace as the closed prescheme Z^ on T^X&Go
which represents the functor \^Xp^ (the structure morphisms are ^/T^ : T^^P
and ao=Yo/Go : Go-^P). However, since (G, a) represents the restriction of the functor
to the category ofpreschemes which are reduced and a direct sum ofpreschemes of finite
type over k, it follows that there exists 4- : T^->G such that a<4==^/T^. Since T is
connected and ^) =o it follows that ^ factors through Go and then clearly Z^ is the
graph o f ^ ; therefore Z^ is isomorphic with T,,, and hence reduced. Hence we have
z
red= z l and q^ : Z^-^T,^ is an isomorphism. Therefore by {E.G.A., I, prop. 5.5.1,
(vi) and II, cor. 5.4.6) q itself is proper and surjective; also we have that q is a mono^
morphism (this follows easily from the fact that Yo is injective). By lemma 1.6.8 q is a
closed immersion and is, as we have seen, also surjective. In order to conclude that q is
an isomorphism it suffices therefore by (S.G.A., I, th. 5. i) to show that q is " etale ". By
{S.G.A., I, prop. 4.5) it suffices to prove that q is etale in the closed points ofZ.
(1.7.13) By (E.G.A., II, prop. 1.6.4) q is affine and there is no loss in generality
therefore if we take T=Spec(A) and Z=Spec(B). Let ^eZ be a closed point and
put t=q^); t is a closed point of T. Consider the local ring A'=A,, let T'=Spec(A')
and Z' = T' XrZ = Spec(B') with B' == B®^,. In order to prove that q is etale in z it
clearly suffices to prove that q'= i^x^q : Z ' ^ T ' is etale in the (unique) point ^'eZ'
corresponding with z. We note that Z' on T'x.H,, is clearly the subscheme which
represents the functor hy,Xph^ where now the structure morphism ^ : T'-^P is
the composition of the natural morphism Spec(A,)-^Spec(A) =T and ^ : T->P.
We make after the base extension T'^T still another base extension, namely
T"=Spec(A,)-.T'. This is a faithfully flat base extension and it suffices to show
that q" : I^XT-^' : Z"==T"XT.Z'->T" is an isomorphism. Again we note that Z"
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represents the functor h^^Xph^. Since q^ is an isomorphism there exists a closed
point xeGo such that aoM=^). Let R (resp. Ri) be the ring prorepresenting P
at the unit element (resp. at S(^)) of P(Spec(A;)); let T (resp. Ti) be the canonical
element of P(Spec(R)) (resp. of P(Spec(Ri))). Since the functor P takes it values in
the category of (abelian) groups we have an isomorphism between R and R^ (resp.
between ^ ^ and 6^) transforming the elements T and T^ (resp. yo,. and y^J into
each other; therefore there is, by lemma 1.7.7 and by Remark 1.4.4, an isomorphism
between R^ and ^ ^ which transforms TI and y^ into each other. By lemma 1.4.3
there is a homomorphism (B(^) : R^^^A which transforms ^ into ^=^'; there
exists therefore a homomorphism X : S^->A^ such that ^ ^0^==^^ i.e., there exists
a morphism ^ ' : T^-^HQ such that ^" =^o^'\ Then it follows from the fact that yo
is injective that ^ " ^ q " =p" (where p " : Z'—HQ is the projection) and hence Z" is
the graph ofcp" and hence the projection q" : Z^-^T" is an isomorphism. This shows
that there exists a morphism <p : T—^H such that ^^yo 0 ?'
(1.7.14) Next we assume that Te(Sch/A;) is connected and of finite type over k,
but ^ : T->P is arbitrary. Let ^ be a closed point of T and ^==^—^(^). By what
we have seen above there exists a morphism <pi : T—^Hp such that Yo 0 ?!^^!- Let
S(^o) mod Ho(A;) - CT (in the factor group P(Spec(A))/Ho(A;)), then S^o)—^ (seel.7.11)
corresponds with a closed point b on Ho. Consider cp ==^ocp^ : T->Ho, where ^ is the
translation on H^ by the point b; it follows immediately from the fact that ^o is a homomorphism that Yo 0 ^ 0 ?!^—a^. Since H^==Ho we can interpret 9 also as a morphism
T->H^ and Y<,o<p=^. Therefore y(T) : Hom^T, H)^P(T) is clearly surjective (if T
is connected and of finite type). Since y is injective, the map y(T) is also injective and
this completes the proof in this case.
(1.7.15) Next let T be of finite type over k, but otherwise arbitrary and S; : T-^P.
Let Ty(j==i, . . . , % ) be the connected components of T, then T==UT.; put ^.==^/T,.
There exists, as we have seen, a ^ : Ty—^H such that a o c p . = E . . Let <p : T^H be
defined by <p/Ty==<py; then we have a o c p = ^ by axiom Pg.
(1.7.16) .M?^ /^ T = Spec (A) and ^ : T->P. There exists by P, a subalgebra A'
of A and an element ^ : Spec(A')-^P such that A' is of finite type over k and
such that ^=^0^' where i: A'—^A is the injection. By 1.7.15 there exists a
morphism c p ' : Spec(A')->H such that yocp'^^. If cp ^cp'o^*, then y o <p == ^ therefore
•y(Spec(A)) : Hom(Spec(A), H) ->P(Spec(A)) is surjective and also injective because y
is injective.
(1.7.17) Let finally T be arbitrary and ^ : T->P. Let {U<J be an affine open
covering of T and ^==^/L^. There exist ^ : U^-^H such that y^a^Sa ( I - 7 - i 6 ) ,
and since y is injective we have (pa/Uo^Up == (pp/U^nUp. Hence there exists <p : T-^H
(5^7
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such that <p/U,=q^. We have yoq)/U,=^, hence yoq^ by axiom P^. The
uniqueness of y follows from the fact that y is injective. This completes the proof of
lemma 1.7.12 and also the proof of proposition 3.
(I.7.i8) Corollary of proposition 3. — Theorem 1 of section 1.2 is true for functors
PeHom((Sch//;)°, Ab) if the field k is algebraically closed.
Proof. — By proposition i the functor P' on (Ab/A),^ (see proposition i for notations)
is representable by a couple (G, a) with an injective a : G->P. Consider the constant
scheme of groups Z^ defined by the abelian group Z. Then
a(Z,) : Hom^JZ,, G)->P(Z,)
is bijective. However Hom^//^(Z^ G) can be identified with Hom^(Spec(A:), G)
and (using Ps) P'(Z^) with P (Spec (/;)), and by this identification a(ZJ corresponds
with a(Spec(A)); from this it follows that the map a(Spec(A)) : G(Spec(A;))-^P(Spec(A;))
is bijective. The corollary follows then immediately from proposition 2 and 3.
1.8. Completion of the proof of theorem i (the case of an arbitrary
groundfield).
(1.8.1) We use the following notations in this section: k is the groundfield, k ' is
the algebraic closure of A;, S==Spec(A;), S'==Spec(A') and S" ^S'XgS'^Spec^'®^').
We denote the natural homomorphism S'-^S b y / and p, : S"->S' ( z = i , 2) is the
projection on the z-th factor. Let PeHom((Sch/A;)°, Ab). We denote the restriction
of P to (Sch///) by P' (i.e, put ?'€?)=?€?) for T^Sch/A') where T'is considered
as object of (Sch/A) and put Pf{uf)=P{ur) for every S'-morphism u' : T[->T^)', similarly P" is the restriction of P to (Sch/S").
Lemma (1.8.2). — Let PeHom((Sch/A;)°, Ab) satisfy Pi and P^; let Q be the topological
k-algebra which prorepresents the functor P. Then P' is strictly prorepresentable and is prorepresented by O9 =0®^'; the local components of Q' are noetherian rings.
Proof. — Let { ^ , ^, a,} be the projective system which prorepresents P
(see 1.1.4) and ^ = l i m ^ ; then ^=:lim^ with G'^Q^k'. Clearly the Q[ are
A'-algebras of finite ^'-dimension; let u,: 0^(9\ be defined by ^(r)==r®i and
put a,==a,o\. Let B' be a A'-algebra of finite dimension. Consider the map
^(Spec(B')) : Hom,,(Spec(B/), Spec(^)) -> P(Spec(B')). In the following we identify
Hom^(Spec(B'), Spec(^)) with Hom^;, B') and we write ^(B') instead of
<(Spec(B / )). We want to show that the maps ^(B') : Hom^;, B') -> P(Spec(B'))
induce a bijection
lim Hom,,(^ B-) ^ P(Spec(B / )).
i
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Let B be a A-subalgebra of B' which is of finite dimension as a A-vectorspace and let
j : B—-B' be the injection. Then we have the following commutative diagram
o;-(B')

P(Spec(B / ))

P^')

Homfc(cv/)

..P(Spec(B))

^^^^w
Hom,(ff,, B^
The 0 prorepresents P, therefore the c^(B) induce a bijection (which we denote by CT(B)):
o(B) : lim Hom,(^, B) ^ P(Spec(B))
i
therefore a bijection
lim (T(B) : lim lim Hom^, B) ^ lim P(Spec(B))
B

B

i

B

/

By ?3 we have lim P(Spec(B)) ==P(Spec(B )) and lim lim Hom^, B) can be idenB

tified with

B

lim lim Hom^, B) ==lim Hom^,, B'),
i

B

i

and this again is the same as

i

lim Hom^(^, B'); therefore we have an isomorphism lim Hom^(^', B') ^ P(Spec(B / ))
i

i

and it is easily seen that this is just the map (^(B') (i.e., obtained from the (^(B')).
The ^ : (5i->0j are surjective; therefore also the natural maps ^ — ^ , ® i ^
are surjective. Finally we want to show that the local components of 0' are noetherian.
Let ^==riRp where the Rp are the local components of0 (see 1.1.5); then fi^II Rp
with Rp==Rp®^'. Since Rp is noetherian, the Rp is also noetherian (see [8], p. 64 c\
if 11X3 is the maximal ideal ofRp then Rp/ntp is of finite dimension over A;). The rings Rp
are not necessarily the local components of 6 ' (see loc. cit. [8]); in fact the Rp are only
semi-local rings, but the local components are obtained from the Rp by localization
and therefore are also noetherian.
(1.8.3) Let P satisfy Pi, Pg, . . ., ?7; then P' satisfies the same axioms. For P^
this was shown in lemma 1.8.2; the other ones are straightforward. By the corollary
to proposition 3 (see 1.7.18), P' is representable by a scheme of groups H' which is
locally of finite type over k ' ; let y' : H'-^P' be the canonical element.
(1.8.4) Let S be an arbitrary groundprescheme (in this number we do not stick
to the conventions made in 1.8. i), and let /: S'-^S be a morphism and S'^S'XsS'.
609
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Let PeHom((Sch/S)°, Ens) and suppose that the restriction P' of P to (Sch/S') is
representable by a couple (X', p'). Let p ^ p ^ : S^-^S' be the projections; put
X^ =Xfx^(Sf/,p,) (i== i, 2) and let q, : X^-^X' be the projections ( z = = i , 2 ) ; finally
put p^^p' 0 ^. Then the following lemma holds:
Lemma (1.8.5). — There exists an ^"-isomorphism u : X^-^X^ uniquely determined
by the condition that pg' == ^ou.
respect to the morphism f: S'->S
is a group isomorphism.

This morphism is, for the S'-prescheme X', a descent data with
([5], I, A, def. 1 . 6 ) .

If PeHom((Sch/S)°, Ab) then u

Proof. — The couple (X^, p^) (resp. (Xg', pg')) represents the restriction P" of P
to (Sch/S"). Therefore there exist S'-morphisms u: X^-^X^ and v : X^X^
respectively determined by the conditions pg^Pi' 0 ^ and ^==^fov'9 clearly you==i^,
and uou==i^, and hence both are isomorphism. The verification that u is a descent
data for X', with respect to f: S'—^S is straightforward, also the remark in case
PGHom((Sch/S)°,Ab)..
Lemma (1.8.6). — Let H' be a scheme of groups, locally of finite type over S' == Spec(kf).
Every descent data for the groupscheme H', with respect to f: S' —>-S = Spec (A)
([5], I, A, def. 1 . 5 ) .

is effective

Moreover, if He(Sch/S) is the prescheme obtained from such a descent

data, then H is locally of finite type over S.

Proof. — We use notations H^, Hg7, q^, q^ similarly as in 1.8.4 and u : Hg' —^H^
is a group isomorphism which is a descent data. Put H" = H^ and let TC^, TT^ : H" -^H7
be the equivalence relation on H' defined by TT^ = q-^, TC^ = q^u~1 (cf. S.G.A., VIII, p. 25).
We note that both n-^ and T^ are quasi-compact (since they come, by base extension H'->S',
from j&i and p^ : S^—^S'). Let H^ be the connected components of H'; then it follows in
particular from the fact that TC^ is quasi-compact that '^('^r1^'))? ^or ^very ^'eH',
is contained in a finite union of components ofH'; let U' be the union of the components
which intersect 7^3 (Tr^"1^')). U' is a S'-scheme of finite type (for H^, the component
of the identity, is of finite type over S' ([5], VI, p. 236-02) and the H^ are obtained
from HQ by translation). The set U' is a saturated open set for the equivalence relation
(we note that Hg itself is saturated); by (S.G.A., VIII, prop. 7.2) it suffices to show
that the equivalence relation induced on this open set U' is effective. Finally we
remark that every finite set of points on U' is contained in an affine open set, for
this is true on Ho (cf. [9], p. 59, example 2). Our lemma follows then from the
following:
Lemma (1.8.7). — Let V be a prescheme of finite type over k' and let every finite set of
points on V be contained in an affine open set.
the morphism y:Spec(^')->Spec(A;))

Then every descent data on U' (with respect to

is effective. Furthermore, if

Ue(Sch/Spec(A:))

is

obtained from this descent data, then U is of finite type over S.

Proof. — It is well known (cf. E.G.A., IV) that there exists an extension k^ of finite
degree over k and an So == Spec (ko) -prescheme Uo such that U'^UoXg S' and moreover
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we can assume that UQ is if finite type over So and that the descent data on U' is obtained
from a descent data on Uo (with respect to the morphism SQ—^S).
Next we want to show that every finite set F of points on Uo is contained in an
affine open set. Let TT : U'-^Uo be the projection, n~l('F) is a finite set and hence
contained in an affine set V ofU'. There exists a finite extension k^ of ko such that V
is of the form V^x^A' where V\ is an affine set on Ui==UoX^A;i. Let 71:1 : Ui->-Uo
be the projection; then TI^^F) CV^. Similarly as in the proof of {S.G.A. 5 VIII, cor. 7.6),
one can show that there is an affine neighbourhood of TT^^F) in V\ which is saturated
for the equivalence relation defined by n^'y this clearly proves the assertion that F is
contained in an affine open set on Uo. The fact that the descent data on Ug is effective
follows now from {S.G.A., VIII, prop. 7.6). Finally let Uo^UXgSo, then by {S.G.A.,
VIII, prop. 3.3) U is of finite type over S.
Lemma (1.8.8). — The assumptions (and notations) are the same as in lemma 1.8.5,
but we suppose in addition that f : S'->S is faithfully flat and quasi-compact and that the descent
data is effective.
XXgS'.

Let X be an S-prescheme obtained from this descent data; we identify X' with

Let g : X'->X be the projection.

IfP satisfies axiom ?4, then there exists a p : X->P

such that p'===po^ and (X, p) represents the functor P.

Proof. — The morphism g : X'->X is faithfully flat and quasi-compact;
consider the projections 7^5 n^ : X'XxX'-^X'. There is a canonical isomorphism
X'XxX'^? XXgS'XgS' and by means of this isomorphism we can identify TC^ to
i-^Xpi ( ^ = = 1 , 2 ) . It follows by these identifications and by the construction of the
descent data (see lemma 1.8.5) that p'o^i = p'oTTg and therefore there exists by axiom P^
a p : X->P such that p'=po^.
First we want to show that p is injective; we know that p' is injective (with
respect to the category (Sch/S')). Let 91, (pg : T-^X (with Te(Sch/S)) and let
(p^^Xgig' : T^TXgS'-^X'. We have commutative diagrams (z'==i,2)
T' -^ X7

!1
t

\-

^

T ^> X
where h is the projection.

If <pi4=92 then 9i=i=<p2

anc

^ hence

po^oq^ = p'o^ =4= p'o^ = po^oc^

and therefore pocpi4= pocpg.

Hence p is injective.

In order to complete the proof we must show that for every ^ : T->P there
exists a 9 : T->X such that ^ = p o ( p . Again let h: T'-^T and CTI, (jg : T'XTT'—^T'
be the projections; put ^=^oA. Since (X', p') represents the restriction P' of P
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to (Sch/S') it follows that there exists a q/ : T'-^X' such that ^==p'o(p'.
the diagram

Consider

T'XTT'

T' -^> X'

T --•-> X -^> P
We have po^oq/ocTi^'oo^ ==^0^0^ ==^ohoa^==: ^'o^ ^po^oq/oog; hence, p being injective, ^ocp'oCTi^ocp'ocTg. Therefore by (5.G.^., VIII, prop. 5.1, b, cor. 4.3 and
cor. 1.7) there exists a morphism (p : T->X such that ^ocp'=cpoA. We have
p o c p o A ^ p o ^ o y 7 ^ ^ ; since also ^oh=^ we have by axiom P4 (applied to the faithfully
flat and quasi-compact morphism h: T'->T) that p o c p = ^ .
We have proved now the following lemma (by combining lemma 1.8.5, 1.8.6
and I.8.8):
Lemma (1.8.9). — Let k ' f k be algebraic and P : (Sch/^)°-^Ab a functor which
satisfies P^ and such that the restriction P' off to (Sch/A/) 0 is representable by a scheme of groups,
locally of finite type over k\ Then P itself is representable by a scheme of groups locally of finite
type over k.
(I.8.io) The proof of theorem i from section 2 is now completed by combining
the result in 1.8.3 with lemma 1.8.9 applied to the algebraic closure k' of k.
1.9. A remark on the proof of the corollary ( 1 . 2 . 5 ) .
(I.9.i) For the proof of the corollary we do not need the theory of generalized
jacobians. The only place where this theory is used is in lemma 1.6.3, which plays
an important role in the proof of proposition 2 (see 1.6. i). (Note: this is also the only
place where Py is used). We shall outline a direct proof of preposition 2 under the
assumptions of the corollary; because the entire section 1.6 can be simplified then.
We assume again that k is algebraically closed; let the functor P be a subfunctor of
the functor P^Hom^ , G') where G' is a scheme of abelian groups, locally of finite
type over k and assume that P has the properties mentioned in proposition 2. Clearly
we have essentially to prove the following: if T is a reduced scheme of finite type and
^ : T->P, then there exist He(Ab/A;),^, a homomorphism p : H->P and a morphism
y : T—^H such that ^ == (Bocp. For simplicity we assume (and this is clearly not a serious
restriction) that T is connected and that there exists a closed point ^eT such that
S^-o.
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(1.9.2) We use frequently the following lemma:
Lemma (1.9.2). — If f:T^T is faithfully flat and quasi-compact and a : T->G'
is such that ao/EP(Ti) (and not merely eP'(Ti)) then aeP(T).
Proof. — Let p^p^ : T] X^T^-^Ti be the projections; we have ao/oj^= ao/oj&g
since f0?^^/0?^- Hence by axiom P4 there exists ai : T->P such that ^of=y.of and
then it follows by applying anew P^, but this time to the functor P', that a==oci.
(1.9.3) Proof of proposition 2 in the case P is a subfunctor of Hom^( , G') with G'
a scheme of abelian groups^ locally of finite type over k.

Let T and ^ : T-^P be as explained in 1.9.1; we are looking for a suitable
He(Ab/A;),^3 a homomorphism (B : H-^P and <p : T-^H such that ^ = p o < p . For H
we take the smallest subscheme of groups in G^ which contains the image ^(T)
(note: ^o) =e). Let (3 : H->G' be the canonical immersion. We want to show that
(BeP(H); then clearly (B is a homomorphism. Let T^ be the /z-fold product of T over k
and Sn '- T^—G' is the morphism defined (naively) by ^(t^ . . ., Q == ^) + . . . +^{Q;
then there is a factorization Sn == P°^n with \ : Tn-^H• It is wel1 known in the theory
of group varieties that we can take n so large that \ is surjective (in fact we need
only that X^(TJ contains an open dense set in H). By {S.G.A,, IV, cor. 6.11) there
exists an open set U in H such that the restriction [L of \ to ^(U) =V is faithfully
flat (and quasi-compact). By lemma 1.9.2 it follows from the fact that (BoXjV^jS'o^i
(where j 3 ' = p | U ) is in P(V) that (B' is in P(U). Consider now the morphism
s : U x ^ U -> HXfcH -> Hx^H -> H where p is an open immersion, q[a, b) = (a+&, b)
and r(<2i, b-^ ==a^. The morphism r is obtained by base extension tl—^k from H->A,
hence is flat; q is an isomorphism and p an open immersion, hence s is flat and also
(as is well known) surjective. Therefore s is faithfully flat (and quasi-compact). If
Ply ?2 : Ux^U-^U are the projections then we have (Bo.y=(B'oj^-}-(B'oj^; therefore
(3o.yeP(UxHU) and hence (by lemma 1.9.2) (BeP(H) and this we wanted to show.
Finally we note that it follows from the definition of H that ^ : T->G' factors
through H, i.e. there exists a morphism cp : T-^H such that ^==po(p and this finishes
the proof.
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PART II
THE PICARD SCHEME OF A PROPER SCHEME DEFINED OVER A FIELD
(II. i) In this section we use the following notations: k is an arbitrary field,
Ze(Sch/A:), TT : Z-^Spec(A) is the structure morphism. Let Te(Sch/A;); by
P(T)=Pic^(T)
we denote the Picard functor defined in ([5], V, § i ) ; i.e. the functor obtained by
" localizing " (by means of faithfully flat and quasi-compact morphisms) the functor
(in T) 'Pic(ZXk^)=Vtl(Zx^^, C^x r)- ^e want to show that this functor is representable under suitable conditions.
(11.2) First we make the following assumptions (until section 11.15):
1) n is proper;
2) TT^)=A;

3) Z has a section a : Spec(A:)-^Z.
(The assumptions 2) and 3) are auxiliary and will be eliminated later.)
Under these conditions an element ^ : T->P can be considered ([5], V,
Remark 2.5) as an invertible Module on Zx^T with a T= ((TX ir^-rigidiftcation; i.e. S
is determined by a couple (o§f, p) where J? is an invertible (9^ ^ ry- Module and
p : T*(JS^)^(?rp is an isomorphism. We shall say that two such couples (^f, p) and
(oSf7, p') are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism <p : oSf^JSf' such that p'or*^) == p
and ^ : T->-P can be identified with an isomorphism class of such couples. We remark
that an invertible 0^^ rp-Module oSf determines already an element ^ : T-^P ([5], I, B 4)
and two isomorphic Modules S? and JSf' determine the same ^.
Lemma (11.3). — The functor Pic^(T) satisfies axiom P^.
This is ([5], II, C, prop. 3.1 and its corollary) (1).
Lemma (11.4). — The functor Pic^(T) satisfies axiom Pg.
Proof. — Let A be a A:-algebra which is a local, noetherian ring with maximal
ideal m; suppose A is complete and separated with respect to the m-adic topology.
Let cp^ : A-^A^^A/m" 4 ' 1 and 9^ :A^->A^ (^,m==o, i, . . . ; m^n) be the natural homo(1) The corollary is based on ([5], II, prop. 5.1), the formulation of which is not correct. However in our
case we need this proposition only if A/rip == K (with the notations of that proposition); in fact in our case A is
the field k and it suffices that the restriction P' ofP to (Sch/A?) is prorepresentable, therefore we may assume A = ~k = K.
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morphisms.

Write

X=Zx^Spec(A), X^=Zx^(Spec(AJ, ^= i g X ^ : X^-.X

^nm"^ ^"Pmn : ^-^n-

39

and

Furthermore the completion of X along Xo is denoted by X.

(11.5) In the following we consider systems {jS^, 6^} where JS^ is an ^x -Module
and e^^LTO^^ is an ^isomorphism (^w) such that 6^=6^0^(6^) for
n^m^k; such a system we call a compatible system of Modules on {X^}. Two
compatible systems {jSf^, 6^} and {jSf^, 6^} are said to be isomorphic if there are
^-isomorphisms \: ^-^ such that 6^.<JXj =^.6^ for n^ m. In the following
we consider only systems with JSf^ which are coherent (B^ -Modules and the set of
n
isomorphism classes of such compatible systems we denote by C1({X^}). We note
that if SneP(Spec(AJ) (n=o, i, . . .) is such that P(^J(SJ == ^ for n^m and if ^
is determined by a couple (^, pj (see II, 2) then there exists an ^x -isomorphism
^n ^ <J^n) ^ ^ such that (^J^pJ =p,o^(6,J with T,=CTX ispec(Aj tromthefact
that a rigidified system (JS^, p^) has no (non-trivial) automorphisms follows that
9

fen=efcmo^(6mJ

for n^m^k. Hence the system {oS^, 6^} is a compatible system and its class is clearly
independent of the representatives (°§^,pJ; i.e. the system {^} determines uniquely
an element of Cl{Xyj. Our lemma follows now from the following three statements.
a) Let C1(X) denote the set of isomorphism classes of coherent ^-Modules;
then the natural map a : G1(X)->G1({XJ) is bijective.
Proof. — The map a is defined as follows. Let 3^' be a representative of an
element Cl^) of C1(X) and let ^ : X^X be the natural morphism of ringed
spaces, then a(Cl(JSf')) = Cl^^'), 6^} where 6^ is the natural isomorphism between
^(^(JSf')) and ^(JSf). The fact that a is bijective follows essentially from (E.G.A., I,
theorem 10.11.3 and cor. 10.11.4). (We note however that, if (oS^, 6^J is a compatible
system of coherent 0^ -Modules then the condition ^(»S^J = <5^, as required in E.G.A,
I, 10. i i .3, is not fulfilled in general. Therefore we must first proceed as in E,G.A., I,
10.6.6: take J§f == lim JSf^, where the projective limit is taken in the category of sheaves
on the space Xo==X; then 2" has the structure of an ^-Module. The fact that ^ '
is coherent and that o^Gl^')) ==Cl{jS^, 6^} follows from the assumption that the 6^
are isomorphisms and from {E.G.A., Oj, prop. 7 . 2 . 9 ) ) .
b) Let C1(X) denote the set of isomorphism classes of coherent ^"Modules;
the natural map (B : C1(X)—C1(X) (obtained from the functor JSf-^, see E.G.A.,
I, def. 10.8.4) is bijective.
Proof. — This follows from {E.G.A., Ill, cor. 5.1.6).
c ) Let 2" be a coherent fi^-Module. Then JSf' is invertible if and only if v^')
is an invertible ^v •n-Module for all n.
Furthermore, if -S? is a coherent fl^-Module, then ^ is invertible if and only if ^
is an invertible ^-Module.
615
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Proof. — If JSf' is invertible then it is clear that ^(-Sf') is invertible for every yz.
Conversely: suppose ^(^ / ) is invertible, or more generally, locally free for all n. Put
jif;==^(JS^). Let U be an open formal affine set on X such that ^(J§f')/U is free;
in order to show that ^ ' is locally free and of the same rank as ^(oS^) it clearly suffices
to show that the F(U, J§^) are free F(U, (9^ )-modules and that there exists a compatible
system of bases for the F(U, JSf^). We know that F(U, ^) is a flat F(U, (9^ )-module
and that the kernel of F(U, (9^) -> F(U, (9^ _^ is nilpotent; therefore if F(U, ^-i)
is a free F(U, (9^ ^-module, then F(U, ^n) is free and a basis of F(U, JS^_i) can
be lifted to r(U, oS^) (see S.G.A., IV, prop. 4.1 and its proof). This completes the
proof that JSf' is invertible if all JSf^ are invertible.
If oSf is invertible then it is clear that J? is invertible. Conversely if ^ is invertible,
consider J^®^e^m^(J^, ^x)-^x; ^^g (-E.G.^., I, cor. 10.8.10) and (E.G.A, Ill,
cor. 5.1.3) we see that this is an isomorphism and we conclude by {E.G.A., Oj, 5.4.3)
that JSf itself is invertible.
(11.6) The proof of lemma H.4 is clear now, for if {^} with ^eP(Spec(AJ)
is such that P(^J(^J =^ (n^m\ then {^} determines, as we have seen, uniquely
an element of G1({X,J) with invertible oSf^. This determines uniquely an element
of C1(X), hence of C1(X), consisting of invertible (Px"M°dules and this determines
uniquely an ^eP(Spec(A)) by 11.2; from the above descriptions of the map a and (B
it follows immediately that P(z/J(^)=^ for all n.
Lemma (11.7). — The functor Pic^(T) satisfies axiom Pg.
For the proof we refer to {E.G.A.y IV) (compare also with lemma 1.3.2 where
a proof of a statement or similar type is given).
Lemma (11.8). — The functor Pic^(T) satisfies axiom P^ and P^.
This follows from the definition of the Picard functor.
Lemma (11.9). — Let Z' and Z fulfill the assumptions 1), 2) and 3) from {11.2); assume
furthermore that there exists a morphism f: Z'—^Z

such that ^z^./*(^z7)-

Then the Picard

functor P(T)==Picz^(T) is a subfunctor of P'(T) ==Pic^(T).
Proof. — The assumption ^z^/(^z') remains valid for every base extension
T->Spec(A) {E.G.A., Ill, prop. 1.14.15). Write X = Z x ^ T , X ' ^ Z ' x ^ T and g=f^y
If JSf is an invertible ^"Module, then ;§*(°Sf) is an invertible ^'"Module and this
defines (see (11.2)) a functor morphism P(T)->P'(T). In order to see that for
every T this map P(T)^P'(T) is injective, we consider two rigidified, invertible
^-Modules J^i and JS^; let ^=^w^(J?\, J§^). If JSf;=^(»Sf,) ( z = = i , 2 ) , then
it is immediately checked that ^'=^^,(=^1, ^2) ^"(e^). We have to show that
the natural map Hom^J^i, JSfa) == F(X, Jf) -^(X7, ^ / ) = Hom^,(^, JSfg) is bijective;
but ^(X',Jf / )=^(X,^(^')) and g^'^^^^g^^ the lemma follows from
the fact that ^(^x')^x616
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Lemma (II. 10). — Let Zi and Z fulfill the assumptions 7), 2) and 3} from 11.2,
assume furthermore that there exists a morphism f: Zi-^Z such that Zi is finite over Z and
such that f is an effective epimorphism ([5], III, p. 212-03). Suppose the Picard functor Pi(Z)
of Zi is representable by a scheme of groups, locally of finite type over k. Then the Picard
functor P(T) of Z is also representable by a scheme of groups, locally of finite type over k.
Proof. — The functor P(T) satisfies Pi, Pg, P^, P^ and Ps; by the corollary of
theorem i (1.2.5) it suffices to show that P can be embedded in a functor
Q,: (Sch/A;)°->Ab which is representable by a scheme of groups, locally of finite type
over k.
Let Te(Sch/A;), write X = = Z x ^ T and Xi==ZiX^T and consider the projections
j&i, j&2 : Xi XxXi->Xi. We are going to define asuitable functor QEHom((Sch/A;)°, Ab).
Consider couples (JSfi, X) consisting of a rigidified invertible Module oS?i on Xi and
an isomorphism X :J^(<^i)^j^(^i) on XiXxXi; two such couples (J^i,X) and
(JSf^X') are said to be isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism 61: cJSfi^JSf^ such
that ^'°^(6i) ==j^(9i)o^. Let Q(T) be the set of isomorphism classes of such couples;
then clearly Q,eHom((Sch/A;)0, Ab).
Let ^eP(T); then (see (11.2)) ^ determines a rigidified invertible (P^-Module S,
consider the couple [g^}, X) where g=f^ and X is an isomorphism obtained by
identifying p\{gW) and p^W) with h\^ (where h=gop^gop^. The
isomorphism class of the couple Qf(JSf),X) is an element of Q,(T), depending only
on ^ and in this way we obtain clearly a functor morphism 0 : P->Q. Next we want
to show that 0 is a monomorphism. If 0(T)(^) ==0(T)(^) with ^ : T->P and
^ : T-^P and if^ (resp. ^ / ) is representable by JS^ (resp. oSfi) then there exists an isomorphism 61 : ^(JSf) = ^^g^1} = ^ such that X'o^(6i) =^(61) oX; but this means that
after identification of j^(^i) and ^(JS^i) (resp. p\{^[) and ^(^)) with A*(JSf)
(resp. with ^(oSf')) we have j^(6i) =^(61). Consider the effective epimorphism
/: Zi^Z; according to ([5], I, p. 190-208) this is a descent morphism for the category
of quasi-coherent, flat sheaves on Z and it remains so by a flat base extension X->Z
(obtained from T->(Spec(A;)). Therefore there exists an ^x-18011101'?11^111 6 '- ^^-S"
such that ^*(0)==6i. But then S==^; i.e. 0 is a monomorphism.
Next we consider the functor morphism Y : Q(T)-^Pi(T) defined in an obvious
way. In order to complete the proof of lemma (II .10) we have to show that Qis representable by a scheme of groups, locally of finite type over k. Since Pi is representable
by such a scheme it suffices by ([6], IV, prop. 3.6 and remark 3.13) to show that
^ : Q^->PI is relatively representable by schemes which are locally of finite type over
the groundscheme.
Write Y === Xi XzXi; we note that h: Y->T is proper and flat (for Zi XxZi-^Spec(A;)
is proper by (E.G.A., II, prop. 5.4.2 and cor. 5.4.3) and of course flat and h is
obtained from this morphism by base extension T->Spec(A;)) ; let ^ : T->Pi and
take on Xi a rigidified (with respect to some section), invertible 6^ -Module JS^i which
617
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determines ^ and write ^^(^i) and ^=^(<^i)completed by:

The proof of lemma (II. 10) is

Lemma (II. n). — Let h : Y->T be a proper^ flat morphism. Let SF and ^ he invertible
0^-Modules. Suppose T'E (Sch/T); let a : T'->T be the structure morphism; write Y'=YXi.T',
j^^a^G^), ^'=a^(^) and let Isom^^', ^') be the set of (0 ^.-isomorphisms from y
to ^S'. Then the functor R : T'-^Isomy^^, ^') on (Sch/T) is representable by an open set
of a vectorbundle over T which is of finite type over T.
First we prove:
Lemma (II. 12). — The assumptions are the same as in lemma II. 11. The functor
RI : T'->HomY'(^'', ^ / ) is representable by a vector bundle over T which is of finite type over T.

Proof. — Let e^=J^m^(^', ^) and ^f =^omo^[yf,<&l). Since ^ and ^ are
invertible, we have that J^ is invertible, and clearly ^^a^G^). Our problem
therefore is to represent the functor (in T') I^Y', JT) ==r(T, ^(e^')) where g'-=-g^
and where J^ is a coherent Y-flat Module. By (E.G.A.^ III, § 7) there exists a coherent
0^- Module s/ such that ^(^) == ^om^ (^, ^rp) and ^ commutes with base extension.
Therefore we have to consider the functor T'^Hom^ (e^', 6^,) with j^'==a*(J^)
and ^ is ^.-coherent. However this functor is, as is well known (see {E.G.A^ II, 1.7.8)
and [6], V, prop. i . i), representable by a vector bundle over T which is of finite type
over T.
(II. 13) The proof of lemma II. 11.

Consider the functor (mono) morphism p : R->Ri; it suffices by ([6], IV, prop. 3.7)
to show that p is relatively representable by open immersions. Let X'eHomy^^', ^ / )
be given; we have to consider on (Sch/T') the functor Rg : T^^R^T") where R2(T")
consists of one element if (^(Y'))*^) ls an isomorphism (p : T^-^T' is the structure
morphism and Y'=YXTT') and Rg^') is empty if (P(Y'))*(^') is not an isomorphism.
Let (as above) ^'^^om^y, ^ / ), then X'er(Y', Jf). Consider the open set Y^
of Y' consisting of all points j^eY' such that ^\^v^y"^y (where rUy is the maximal
ideal of Gy^,}. Consider the set T^T—^Y'—Yo), this set is open since g ' : Y'-^T'
is proper. Clearly T^ represents the functor Rg and this completes the proof of
lemma (II. 11).
Remark (11.14). — The same argument works if SF and ^ are locally free and of
the same finite rank. Instead of (X')^TTL^y one has to require then that the " determinant 5? of \' is a unit in ^«y.
(11.15) Theorem 2. — Let n : Z->Spec(A) be a proper morphism. Then the Picard
functor Pic^jfe is representable by a scheme of groups which is locally of finite type over k.

Proof. — a) We first assume that k is algebraically closed and Z integral. Then
7 r ( ^ ) = = A (E.G.A., II, cor. 7.3.11) and clearly Z has a rational point. Therefore
we can apply to Z lemmas II .3, 4, 7 and 8. According to the lemma of Chow {E.G.A.y
618
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Th. 5.6.1 and cor. 5.6.2) there exists a scheme Z' and a surjective morphism /: Z'-^Z
such that/and ^'=^of are projective. Consider the coherent ^-Algebra f {0^)\
let Zi be the finite Z-scheme such that ^(Zi)^(^) (see £.G.^., Ill, Th. 4.3.1);
then/factors as Z'-^Z^Z and ^zx^(^z')- BY (bL V. cor. 6.6) the Picard scheme
ofZ' exists (and is locally of finite type) hence by lemma II. 9 and the corollary in 1.2.5
the same is true for the Picard scheme of Z^. Next consider h : Zi->Z; this morphism
is surjective and finite. Since Z is integral h gives an injection in the corresponding
sheaves of rings and hence h is an epimorphism. By a result of ([5], I, p. 190-08)
h can be factored into a finite product of effective epimorphisms (see [5], III, p. 212-03
below). It follows then by lemma II. 10 that the Picard functor of Z is representable
by a scheme of groups, locally of finite type over k.
b) Assume k algebraically closed and Z reduced. The theorem follows then from a)
above and from ([5], V, cor. 6.4).
c ) Assume k algebraically closed (and no condition on Z). The theorem follows
from b) and from Oort's theorem ([7], 8).
d) General case. The theorem follows from lemma 1.8.9 applied to the algebraic
closure k' of k after using lemma II. 8 and the result in c ) above.
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